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Senate opens Thomas hearings

Photos contributed
from Calloway County
and Murray schools
show that school activities have already
begun. On Education,
page 5

SPORTS:
Murray State University adds the powerful
Missouri Tigers to
their 1991-92 basketball lineup. Sports,
page 8

TUESDAY
September 10
WOIZLD
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — Black factional violence
raged again today when gangs
with guns and knives attacked
helpless commuters on trains
and buses, raising the three-day
death toll to at least 92, officials
said. Page 2

SPORTS
INDIANAPOLIS — Prosecutors
expect former heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson to appear
in court later this week to
answer criminal charges alleging that he raped an 18-year-old
Miss Black America beauty
pageant contestant. Page 9

WASHINGTON (AP) — Clarence Thomas went before the
Senate Judiciary Committee today and the panel's chairman
said the confirmation hearings would dwell on whether the
Supreme Court nominee favored a "radical change" in the
direction of American law.
Thomas sat quietly in a packed committee room as Sen.
Joseph Biden pledged "open and fair" hearings. But Biden,
D-Del., wasted little time in getting to a topic expected to
consume much of the hearings — Thomas' belief in "natural
law," a legal theory that some individual rights are inherent
and independent of all government authority.
Sen. Strom Thurmond, the panel's senior Republican, said
Thomas' rulings as an appeals court judge were "within the
mainstream Of judicial' thought.
Thomas is a conservative, black federal judge and his nomination has triggered a political battle at a time when the
Supreme Court is increasingly conservative.
Supporters are expected to stress his achievements after a
childhood of pbverty while opponents arc expected to try and
raise questions about his views on abortion and other important issues before the court.
Thomas smiled broadly as he shook hands with Biden and
other members of the committee in advance of the opening
gavel.
For the most part, he sat quietly at the witness table while
members of the committee outlined their views on his
nomination.
There was a moment of humor when Biden asked Thomas
how old he was. Thomas, 43, replied, "well, I've aged over
the last 10 weeks." That was a reference to the bruising polit-

ical s'truggle that has surrounded his nomination by President
Bush to replace retiring Justice Thurgood Marshall.
Biden himself is an advocate of natural law in some form,
but he said Thomas apparently holds "a vision of natural law
that we have moved beyond."
Some critics contend Thomas holds natural-law views that
could lead to the conclusion that fetuses have a "right to
life" requiring states to outlaw all abortions.
Biden said he would be looking closely to see whether Thomas' philosophy would lead to imposition of a moral code on
the Constitution and "radical change" in legal opinion.
Thurmond. of South Carolina, said Thomas has all it takes
to become "an outstanding member `Of the Supreme Court."
"It is not appropriate that philosophy alone should bar a
nominee from the Supreme Court unless that nominee holds a
belief that is contrary to the fundamental, longstanding principles of our nation," Thurmond said in prepared comments.
Meanwhile, the White House expressed confidence today
that the Senate would confirm Thomas.
Making a fresh appeal for Thomas on the eve of today's
opening hearing, Bush exhorted lawmakers on Monday to
"preserve the independence .of the court— by avoiding asking
the nominee how he would vote.
But one member of the committee, Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D4)hio, said on NBC-TV today: "I think we have a
right to find out from him exactly what's going through his
head on a number of issues. And I think to do less than that
would be irresponsible on our part."
"There's a fight on," Bush acknowledged. But he said,
"I'm confident we're going to win it."

Leadership Murray makes plans for fall seminar
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodger & Tirnos Staff Writer

Plans for a fall seminar for Leadership Murray alumni and interested persons from the community
and surrounding area were finalized by the group's board of directors Monday.
Lynn Meurer, chairman of the
seminar committee, reported on the
programs offered by Career Track

which have proved successful in
Paducah and other areas. Persons at
Career Track recommended John
Delves, the executive director of
Sands Training and Development,
an Atlanta-based training firm.
Delves tailors his presentations
to either four or six hours. The
board decided on a four-hour program to ensure maximum participation. Of the four remaining dates
Delves is available, Dec. 2 was

chosen as the program's date.
Murray State University was
chosen as the site for the seminar
because both the new Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and
Technology and the Curris Center
have facilities for large group
meetings and offer catering
services.
Alumni of the Leadership Murray program can enroll in the program for $35, any others will pay

WASHINGTON — The United
States recorded a $3 billion
surplus in foreign trade from
April through June, the first
time it has posted back-to-back
quarterly surpluses in nine
years, the Commerce Department said today. Page 2
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received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
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and 6 p.th. Monday-Friday or
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Friday, 8 am.-noon Saturday.

David Whealdon, a historian with the Kentucky Historical Society, talked to Jane Cothran's gifted and
talented class from Southwest Elementary this morning during their tour of The Historymobile. Tours
were given all day at North Elementary School.

Soviets want to safeguard democracy
MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail S.
Gorbachev, opening a human rights
conference today, promised an end
to "persecution of dissidents" and
declared that the hard-line coup
failed because the world supported
his fledgling democracy.
Giving the keynote addass at
the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, the Soviet
president called for early ratificalion of treaties reducing convenIlonal forces and strategic weapons
and urged the world to "press
ahead with demilitarization."
"Demilitarization is directly
related to human rights," Gorbachev said. Military power "not
only drains'the economy and ecology, it drains the human condition
physically and spiritually."
With the Soviet Union moving
toward democracy, Gorbachev said
he hoped the West "will pay greater attention to practical result-

$50. The only limitation on the
numbers will be the size of the
facility used.
"We would probably have to pay
(Delves) for a mlhimum of 50 people. We might be able to negotiate
beyond that point. I think preregistration and prepayment works
best," Meurer said.
Jane Sisk, chairman of Leadership Murray, said some money that
had been earmarked for brochures

could be used td advertise the
event.
Any extra funds left over after
the seminar will be used for the
next Leadership Murray class.
All registration materials and
payment must be received by Nov.
15 to ensure an accurate count of
participants. Information on the
program will also be Sent to the
Hopkinsville, Paducah, Madisonville and Paris, Tenn. chapters.

Familiar issue greets
Senate after recess

History lesson

BUSINESS

POLLEN/MOLD

CLARENCE THOMAS

oriented help" to assist in the
transition to a market economy.
He said conditions now exist for
more rapid implementation of a
plan approved by leaders of the
seven richest capitalist nations in
July to help integrate the Soviet
Union into the world economy,
Gorbachev pledged that the
Soviet Union will respect human
rights declarations reached at previous CSCE conferences, and will
work to safeguard the rights of
individuals.
For nearly half his speech, he
dwelled -on the abortive August
coup, thanking the nations of the
world for their support.
Among those in the audience in
the House of the Unions were
human rights activist Yelena Bonner, widow of Nobel Peace Prize
winner Andrei Sakharov, and former Foreign Minister. Eduard
Shevardnadze.

Popular resistance showed that
"in spite of a great deal of criticism, perestroika has done a great
deal in the last six years," Gorbachev .said.
The people wanted law and
order, but not through dictators and
emergency acts," Gorbachev said.
Those who attempted the coup
will be prosecuted within the law,
he said, "but there can be no persecution of dissidents" on the basis
of their political views.
"Restructuring the union
demands very strict attention to
human rights," Gorbachev said.
"If Europe wishes to avoid a
flood of refugees and inter-ethnic
hatreds ... it must make sure minority rights are protected across the
continent," he added.
"Otherwise, the entire CSCE
process will collapse, burying
human rights under its rubble."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell said
today that the United States must reduce its defense budget, as Congress
returned from summer recess and faced the first legislative attempt to
slash military spending since the coup in Moscow.
The effort to trim Pentagon spending was part of a $204 billion measure the Senate began debating that would provide fiscal 1992 funds for
the departments of Health and Human Services, Education and Labor. The
new fiscal year starts Oct. 1.
As part of wide-ranging debate on the bill, Sen. Tom Harkin of Iowa,
who is expected shortly to announce his candidacy for the Democratic
presidential nomination, plans to propose transfering $3 billion from the
Defense Department to 10 domestic programs. These include programs
for breast cancer research, college students' grants and heating bill aid for
the poor.
Similar attempts have failed in recent years. But Harkin could gain support from lawmakers who believe that the disintegrating Soviet Union justifies a leaner U.S. defense budget.
Mitchell, D-Maine, did not specifically endorse Harkin's proposal. But
he said he believed it is time for the United States and the Soviet Union
to reduce their defense spending.
"It is time to adjust our defense budgets to the new realities of SovietAmerican relations," Mitchell said.
The same bill will be the forum for a resumption of the Senate's fight
with President Bush over whether federally financed family-planning clinics can give advice on abortion.
The legislation would negate a Supreme Court decision that upheld
administration rules banning taxpayer-paid abortion counseling. Bush has
threatened to veto such a measure in the event congress approves it.
The returning Congress will also try to decide 'whether to renew its
efforts — so far blocked by Bush.— to extend unemployment benefits
because of the recession.
And lawmakers will undertake separate probes of the Bank of Commerce and Credit International and questions about whether Ronald Reagan's
1980 campaign struck a deal with Iran to delay the release of American
hostages in hopes of undermining President Carters presidential reelection campaign.
—Abortion-rights advocates have been gaining momentum in Congress in
recent months. The House and Senate voted earlier this summer to lift the
ban on abortion counseling, but the votes came on separate bills that have
yet to be sent to Bush for his signature.
On May 23, the Supreme Court upheld three-year-old government regillations forbidding federally-assisted clinics from dispensing advice on
abortions, even if a woman asks for it.
About 4.5 million_ women— most of them poor_— _go to .government
financed family planning clinics every year.
Opponents have dubbed the/restrictions a "gag rule." arguing that they
prevent doctors from giving routine advice that better-off women can get
from private physicians. Supporters say the S144 million the government
distributes to the clinics each year was never meant to encourage
abortions.
Harkin's effort to pare the Pentagon's budget and shift the money to
domestic programs will be the first since last month's failed Soviet coup
and the ensuing political chaos there.
Several Democratic leaders have suggested whittling small pieces off
the nearly S300 billion defense budget.

Need Line handles 289 problems in summer months
said in her report to the Need Line
Board on Monday that a total
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer
$1,884.82 was spent to help these
Personnel at the office of clients.
Ward :also said 105 children
Murray-Calloway County Need
for
Line Church and Cooperative Mini- were helped with supplies
August.
of
month
the
during
school
stry, Inc., dealt with 289 problems
of the
during the months of June, July She added "the response ministry
this
with
help
to
people
and August.
Euple Ward, executive director, was overwhelming."
By JO BURKEEN

Dick :Holtman, board chairman,
presided. The board voted to continue with the annual food baskets
for the Christmas ministry this year
as has been the custom for the past
years.
Need Line has become a member
of the United Way this year. Gerald Owen, treasurer, pointed out at
the meeting that because Need Line
•

has just become a United Way
member that the amount received
from United Way will be very
small this year and it is hoped that
businesses clubs, churches and
other individuals will continue with
their regular donations during 1 4-Ni
so that the work of Need Line can
Continue.
Announcement was made that

West Kentucky Allied Services.
Inc.. has been allocated S101,000
to help persons with heating bills
this winter. The distribution will
start in November. Persms are
asked to note the announcement of
whi.'n this sign up for this heating
help will he made avaibble.
Need Line offices are •cateti in
the •Weaks Cewer.
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U.S. shows quarterly surplus in foreign trade
WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States recorded a $3 billion surplus in foreign trade from April through June, the first time it has posted
back-to-back quarterly surpluses in nine years, the Commerce Department
said today.
The second-quarter surplus followed an even-larger one of S10.5 billion
in the first three months of the year.
The positive -trade numbers in both quarters reflected huge payments
made to the U.S. Treasury by other countries, such as Japan and Saudi
Arabia, to pay for the Persian Gulf War.
A'ithout the payments, the country actually would have suffered a trade
deficit of S5.2 billion in theSecond quarter and $6.4 billion in the first
quarter.
The trade figure reported today covers the current account, the broadest
Measure of trade because it tracks not only the flow of merchandise
between countries but also investment and service transactions.
Because of the commitments to pay S55 billion to the United States to
'support the Persian Gulf War, economists are forecasting that the current
a:count trade deficit will shrink dramatically this year to around S40 bil1:on. down from a deficit of S92.12 billion in 1990.
However, economists said they are looking for the deficit to shoot back
up to the S70 billion to $80 billion range in 1992, reflecting the absence
of Desert Storm payments and weaknesses in U.S. export sales caused by
recessions in many of America's major overseas markets.

For the second quarter, the $3 billion current account surplus came in
spite of a $15.6 billion in merchandise trade. The merchandise trade deficit shrank 15.2 percent from the first quarter, reflecting a 3.2 percent rise
in U.S. export sales, which climbed to a record high of S104.1 billion.
This offset a smaller 0.3 percent advance in merchandise imports.
which rose to $119.3 billion. Foreign shipments to the United States have
been depressed this year by America's recession.
The United States posted a surplus of S8 billion on service transactions
in the second quarter, up 12.7 percent from the first quarter with nearly
all of the increase coming from higher airline and other travel payments
by foreigners as tourism returned to pre-war levels.
America's surplus on investment income fell to $2.5 billion, down from
$4.9 billion in the first quarter, reflecting lower earnings by Americans on
their overseas investments.
The final category of the current account, known as unilateral transfer
payments by governments, showed a surplus in America's favor of S8.2
billion in the second quarter, down from $16.9 billion in the first quarter.
In the first quarter, payments for Desert Storm totaled S22.7 billion, but
this level fell to $11.6 billion in the second quarter.
The back-to-back surpluses in the current account were the first since
the surpluses in the first and second quarter of 1982. Since that time. the
United States has run up huge current account deficits as imbalances on
merchandise trade swamped small surpluses in the investment and service
categories.

Chicken plant workers routinely left burners on
HAMLET, N.C. (AP) — A
maintenance worker who survived
a deadly fire at a chicken plant said
he and his co-workers routinely left
gas burners turned on while they
made repairs on hydraulic lines, a
newspaper reported today.
Rick Lipford told The Charlotte
Observer he was with maintenance
worker John Gagnon when he
began the repair job. He said Gagmin shut off hydraulic fluid to the
hose but left the burners on to keep

the oil from cooling.
"We routinely fixed it that way.
... You're shooting for as small a
down time as possible," he said.
"Production is what kept every one
of us here eating and living in our
houses."
When Gagnon restarted the flow
of hydraulic fluid, the new hose
burst, Lipford and investigators
have said.
Officials have said the burners
ignited hydraulic fluid that spewed

Announcing The Expansion
- Of Our Offices
Now in Suite 104 - Walnut Plaza

Law Offices of Ron Christopher
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
By Appointment

753-1266
104 N. 5th St.

This is an advertmement. Kentucky law doe, not certify specialties of legal practice.

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th & Main

ATTENTION FARMERS
Now's the time to insure 1992 wheat crops.
Have you ever considered wheat insurance'?

Deadline to insure Sept. 30, 1991
4
fip

For more details call

?Jackson Purchase
Agriculture Credit Association
641 N. (Across from Cain's)
753-5602

See Don Nance or Bob Hargrove

from the burst hoe, starting a fire
Sept. 3 that left 25 dead and 55
injured. Gagnon was among those
killed.
Hamlet Fire Chief David Fuller
said the burner should have been
turned off, but he stopped short of
saying that the fire could have been
prevented.
Tim Bradley, whose division of
the state Departmeghipf Insurance
investigated the fifr- said today
that the fire might have started

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Jeffrey
L. Dahmer's lawyer hinted at an
insanity plea by the alleged serial
killer at a hearing set for today on
15 counts of murder.
Police have said Dahmer, 31, has
admitted killing and dismembering
17 males since 1978. He has not
been charged in two of the
slayings.
Defense attorney Gerald P. Boyle did not return calls Monday but
said last month he was investigating Dahmer's state of mind at the
time of the slayings.
"There's question as to when
these offenses were being committed, if he had a mental disease or
defect," Boyle said.

Authorities seek
suspects in murder
of Hickman man
Authorities are investigating the
apparent murder of a Hickman
man, according to a report from the
Kentucky State Police.
L.J. Johnson, 68, was found dead
in his apartment around 9 a.m.
Monday, police said.
Johnson, who had apparently
been beaten about the head with a
blunt object, had been dead for
some time, police said.
Johnson's body has been taken
to the Madisonville Regional
Crime Center for an autopsy.
Several people have been questioned about the death but no
arrests have been made. The investigation is being continued by the
Hickman Police Department, the
Fulton County Sheriff's Department and the KSP.

Murray State University is an
equal education and employment
institution.

New Federal Law effective April 1992!

sow

State Insurance Department
investigators confirmed Friday that
locked or blocked exits contributed
to the death toll. The plant also had
no automatic sprinklers.
The report was sent to Richmond
County District Attorney Carroll
Lowder, who will consider any
criminal charges.

Lawyers: Dahmer
may plead insanity

f

L,ti,CEA01

even if the maintenance worker had
turned off the burner to repair the
hose.

Dahmer was to enter his plea
today.
Unlike most states where both
the crime and defendant's sanity
are considered in a single trial,
Wisconsin's insanity plea requires
a two-phase trial.
In the first phase, a jury would
decide whether he committed the
offenses. If the verdict is guilty of
committing the offenses, the jury
would decide in the second phase if
he was insane at the time, which
would override the earlier guilty
verdict.
A defendant found innocent by
reason of insanity is ordered to a
psychiatric hospital and can petition a court for release every six
months.
The murder counts each carry a
mandatory sentence of life in
prison.
A partially handcuffed man led
police to Dahmer's apartment on
July 22, saying he had been
threatened there. Police found
remains of 11 victims, including
heads in the refrigerator and skulls
in boxes, court documents said.

News of the World
JAPAN/RUSSIA
TOKYO — Japan today welcomed Russia's pledge to quicken efforts to
resolve a longstanding territorial dispute, but did not promise financial support sought by the economically troubled republic. Japan is demanding the
return of the tiny Kuril Islands off its northern coast that were occupied by
the Red Army at the end of World War II. Russian President Boris Yeltsin
had an envoy deliver a letter MI Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu on Monday
saying efforts to reach a resolution should be accelerated. While Foreign
Ministry officials refused to disclose details of the message delivered by
Ruslan Khasbulatov, the acting Russian parliament chairman, they suggested that Yeltsin believes Japanese financial support could lead to a
settlement.

PHILIPPINES
MANILA — President Corazon Aquino today led thousands of marchers to
the Senate today to try to save a new U.S. lease on Subic Bay naval base
that lawmakers have all but rejected. A bomb outside the Senate injured five
people. Mrs. Aquino, dressed in a yellow raincoat, marched through a thunderstorm after declaring at a rally that the people support the U.S. presence.
"Let us shout 'Yes!' to the treaty," she said. After the brief procession Mrs.
Aquino entered the Senate building for a private meeting with lawmakers,
many of whom say the $203 million Washington has agreed to pay each
year of the 10-year lease agreement is not enough.

SOUTH KOREA

SEOUL — Radical students hurled firebombs and rocks at a police station
today and about 200 other students held an anti-government rally at nearby
Dongkuk University. "Down with (President) Roh Tae-wool,:' yelled about 25
students who broke windows and the door at the police station next to the
campus. The outside of the building was scorched, but policemen inside
escaped injury. About 50 citizens, mostly middle-age women, scolded the
students and demanded the fighting stop. The students momentarily halted,
but after the women left, they resumed tossing firebombs and rocks at riot
police.

SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG — Black factional violence raged again today when
gangs with guns and knives attacked helpless commuters on trains and
buses, raising the three-day death toll to at least 92, officials said. The wave
of killing was the worst this yfearand_comer before the scheduled signing
end fighting between black groups that has
Saturday of a peace pact
claimed 6,000 lives since 1986. Black leaders said they would go ahead
with the signing, though similar agreements have failed to bring peace. The
violence has hampered talks with the government of President F.W. de
Klerk toward ending white rule. Most of the fighting pitted people linked to
the Inkatha Freedom Party against members of the African National Congress members. The two sides both oppose apartheid but are divided by
tribal and ideological differences. The conservative lnkatha led by Mangosuthu Buthelezi is mainly Zulu and backs free market policies, while the leftist ANC of Nelson Mandela consists of Xhosas and favors more government control. Police said 84 people had been killed in the Johannesburg
area and eight died in Natal during three days of fighting. More than 100
people have also been wounded since the fighting began.

CANADA

TORONTO — Canada's huge public employees' strike entered its second
day today, after angry picketers pelted Prime Minister Brian Mulroney's
limousine with tomatoes and some workers refused to cross picket lines.
The first walkout by the Public Service Nliance of Canada began Monday,
wreaking havoc with travel plans, grain shipments and other operkons as
the largest union dug in for a long dispute. Eligible to strike were 110,000
workers including clerks, weather forecasters, dock hands, grain inspectors
and a wide range of other public servants. Essential services were kept in
operation.

YUGOSLAVIA
BELGRADE — Croatians early today slept under their first curfew since
World War II, as the secessionist republic struggled to quell more than two
months of fighting between Croats and Serbs. Croatia's Interior Ministry said
Monday that "the critical situation which threatens public order" required a
11 p.m to 5 a.m. curfew in 29 municipalities in the crisis region of eastern
Croatia, bordering Serbia. And in a dangerous spread of tensions, Yugoslav
troops battled Albanians along their border. The firefight killed four Albanian
soldiers and one civilian, Belgrade Radio said. No Yugoslav casualties were
reported. The report said fighting began when agroup of Albanians tried to
cross into Yugoslavia near Dragas, a village 180 miles south of Belgrade.
Hundreds of Albanians have crossed the border to escape economic hardship in Albania. Albania contends that Serbia — the largest Yugoslav
republic — is mistreating the nearly 2 million ethnic Albanians in the
Serbian-ruled province of Kosovo.

For morc information contact Karen Guthrie at 762-6916.
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pitalized a Wingo man, according
from the Kentucky State SAUDI ARABIA/IRAQ
Police.
ARAR — Saudi Arabian authorities on Monday released 400 Iraqi civilians
Thomas A. Nannie, 41, of Rt. 2, who had sought refuge in the kingdom during the Persian Gulf crisis and
Wingo, was eastbound on Kentuck- took custody of a Saudi prisoner of war and a Saudi woman. The exchange
y 94 one mile east of Tri City when with Iraq took place at a checkpoint 38 miles from Arar, a garrison town on
Iraqi-Saudi border. The Iraqis were among the 20,000 civilian refugees
he auempted to pass a farm tractor the
housed in camps at Rafha, in northeastern Saudi Arabia. Saudi Defense
around 2:25 p.m., police said.
Minister Prince Sultan bin Abdel-Aziz recently said that the Iraqis still held
The tractor turned left, forcing six Saudi POWs including a jet fighter pilot who bailed out in Iraq during the
Nannie to leave the road and over- war. On Sunday, the Iraqis also released a group of 58 Kuwaitis, who were
flown home from Arar on Monday. The Kuwaiti group included three POWs,
turn, police said.
15 civilian internees, and 40' civilians, mostly women and children. Saudi
Nannie was taken to the Murray- Arabia has so far repatriated 70,000 Iraqi POWs. An additional 13,000
Calloway County Hospital and refuse to go back home and have been accorded refugee status by the Saudis. They live in internment camps.
admitted, police said.

FALL SPECIAL
Lose Weight - Stop Smoking
You Can With Professional

By Dr. Harry Miles
Professional Hypnotherapist

Let us help you preparefor this exam!
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MEXICO CITY — Cuba is imposing cigarette and cigar rationing, adding to
a long list of shortages triggered by declining aid and trade with the former
Soviet bloc while President Fidel Castro defiantly rejects market reform.
Tobacco is one of Cuba's most famous exports, and its cigars universally
acknowledged as among the world's finest. But the executive committee of
Castro's Cabinet voted Monday to abolish the domestic market on which
Cubans could freely purchase unrationed tobacco products, the official Mexican news agency Notimex reported Monday in a dispatch from Havana.
The Communist government announced that Cubans over . age 17 would
now be limited to two or three packs of cigarettes every/ 15 days, said,
Notimex. The report did not indicate the limit on cigars or other tobacco products. The government earlier also tried to make the best of fuel rationing
by promoting bicycle riding as good exercise. Virtually everything available
to Cubans is rationed — ranging from food to paper to shoes — and long
lines for scarce items are a common site in Havana. But Castro, in power
since his revolution in 1959, has vowed to stick to his hard-line communist
warning his people that times may very well get
A one-car accident Monday hos- policies at any cost, while
worse.
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—Commercial Driver's Licensing—
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Hazardous Materials
Combination Vehicles
Vehicle Operation
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Hypnosis was approved for clinical use in 1958. Since that
time, thousands of people have used hypnosis as an effective
means to lose weight and stop smoking.
Dr. Miles, Director of Midwest Counseling, Inc. (812-3421120) has used hi methods successfully in psychological
disorders,in stress control,and in helping thousands of people
lose weight and stop smoking. Dr. Miles_ is a member of the
American Society-. of Clinical Hypnosis and received his
doctorate from Indiana University.
THIS PROGRAM IS COMPLETE IN ONLY ONE
SESSION.
.1 IMO OM NM MIN NM NIMI
Wednesday-Sept. 11
Holiday Inn-Mayfield
Hwy. 45 Bypass at Hwy. 121
Weightloss Group 6 p.m.
Smoking Group 7:30 p.m.
Fee $42 Cash, Check, VISA -11C
No Reservation Necessary

Bring This Ad For $5 Discount

MPD investigating
local burglary
The Murray Police Department
is investigating a burglary at a local business Saturday night.,
A small amount of caSh was
reportedly stolen from Rolling
Hills Nursery on N. 12th Street
sometime between 5 p.m. Saturday
and early Monday, police said.
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Study recommends second look
at paro rule for violent offenders
FRANKFT, Ky.(AP) — A legislative staff study says a second
look is needed at a law requiring violent offenders to serve at least half
their prison time.
A House member predicted Monday that the state v/ill need more
prisons if the law stays intact And a Corrections Cabinet official said
the state's prison population is growing faster than expected.
The law makes people convicted of murder, assault and certain other
offenses ineligible for parole consideration until 50 percent of a specified sentence has been served. for life sentences, the Minimum is 12
years.
Some past and present members of the state Parole Board think the
law "works against some overall goals of parole," the staff report to
the General Assembly's Program Review and Investigations Committee said.
The possibility of parole is virtually eliminated in many cases, so
inmates have little reason to behave or be rehabilitated, the report said.
The General Assembly should consider whether the law 'unduly
limits the Parole Board's discretion to balance the overall public protection and rehabilitation goals of parole," the report said.
But any softening of criminal punishment is invariably a sensitive
issue in the General Assembly, where victinf-rights advocates have
considerable stIpport.
And limiting the Parole Board's discretion in releasing violent offenders was precisely what the legislature intended when it enacted the
law, said Sen. John Rogers, the Senate's minority floor leader.

"I can't think of a better place for them to be" than in prison, said
Rogers, R-Somerset.
Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington, said the violent-offender law was sure
to worsen prison crowding.
"I'm not suggesting a retreat in policy," Lear said. "But there will
be some fiscal implications on that as well as physical limits on
capacity."
The Corrections Cabinet estimated in 1989 that Kentucky's prison
population would top 10,800 by the end of June 1995.
The agency has since increased its estimate by 1,000, Cheryl
Roberts, the cabinet's administrative-services director, said in a telephone interview.
Rogers said the state could use empty beds in county jails to handle
the overflow.

Lackey endorses Gorman
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Chris Gorman, the Democratic
nominee for attorney general, was
endorsed by the man he defeated in
the May primary, former state Sen.
John Lackey of Richmond.
Gorman and Lackey said they
agreed on several points, including
a need to strengthen the attorney
general's environmental law division. Lackey, a former state senator
from Richmond, made that a cen-

terpiece of his campaign in a near
upset.
Lasicey also had said he would
go to court, if elected, to try to stop
construction of a controversial
wastewater pipeline from Jamestown into Lake Cumberland.
Gorman made no such promise

during a news conference Monday
with Lackey at the Capitol. He said
he would "look at the status of litigation" upon taking office, then
decide whether to intervene. He
declined to state a personal opinion
about the pipeline project.
The pipeline, subject of several
lawsuits in state and federal courts,
is an overriding issue in Russell
County and the rest of the Lake
Cumberland area.
Meanwhile, the Republican nominee, Laurel Commonwealth's
Attorney Tom Handy, said he and
Gorman had agreed on at least two
joint appearances — a debate on
Kentucky Educational Television
and a one-hour "face-to-face discussion" on statewide radio.
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Trial date set for man who posed as doctor
CINCINNATI (AP) — A man
accused of impersonating a doctor
and fraudulently obtaining prescription drugs may still try to
strike‘a plea bargain with prosecutors, his lawyer said.
Thomas David West, 32, of
Erlanger, Ky., has tried negotiating
with Hamilton County prosecutors,
his court-appointed lawyer, R.
Michael McEvilley, said Monday.
"We just weren't able to agree

on an appropriate plea," Mavilley
said after a pretrial hearing.
He declined to say what was discussed, but said there is a chance a

plea bargain might be reached
before West's trial begins on Oct.
7.
Chip Gerhardt, a spokesman for
Hamilton County Prosecutor Arthur
Ney Jr., declined comment.
Hamilton County Common Pleas
Judge Norman Murdock on Monday set the trial date and said he
expects the trial to take about a
week.
West was brought into court in
handcuffs and a blue jail outfit. He
made no comment during the
10-minute hearing and was
returned to the county jail.

Authorities allege that West
posed as a doctor for more than 14
months until his arrest in July.
They say he wore medical scrubs,
met with patients at Cincinnati hospitals, had fraudulent prescriptions
filled, performed a Pap test, and
- gicallleyg.removed lesions fr9m a
surgically
man's
A Hamilton County grand jury
on Aug. 2 indicted West on 25
felony and misdemeanor charges,
including practicing medicine without a license, fraudulently obtaining prescription drugs and gross
sexual imposition. The imposition

Death rate drops
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
number of Kentucky babies dying

through local health departments,
extension of Medicaid coverage to
more children and pregnant
women, and advances in technology that improve survival chances
for extremely small and ill babies,
the report said.
Kentucky had never before
surpassed the federal goal of a 9.0
infant mortality rate set by the surgeon general in 1980, it said. Kentucky recorded 765 infant deaths in
59,550 deaths in 1980, which was a
12.8 mortality rate. The number
declined in every year since except

before their first birthday hit a
record low in 1990, the state
announced.
Kentucky's infant mortality rate
was 8.4 deaths per 1,000 births last
year, down from a rate of 9.1 in
1989.
The rate for non-white infants
dropped sharply — from 15.6
deaths per 1,000 births in 1989 to
12.6 in 1990, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said Monday in
an annual report.
The statistics reflect children 1988.
The state health commissioner,
who are alive at delivery but die
for any reason — accident, illness Dr. Carlos Hernandez, said aggresor abuse — in the first year of life. sive prenatal care at health departThere were 456 infant deaths last ments, combined with follow-up
year, compared with 486 in 1989. exams, home visits and social serThe number of births in the same vices, was having visible results,
period increased by 835 to 54,041, particularly for non-white infants.
The report cited Fayette and
the report said.
Likely reasons for the drop in Christian counties for innovations
deaths included better prenatal care that reduced deaths of non-white

SerViCeMASTER.
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes

759-1707

charge resulted from the allegation
that_ he performed the Pap test.
West has pleaded innocent by
reason of insanity.

A court-appointed psychiatrist
who examined West concluded last
month that he was not suffering
from any mental defect at the time
of the alleged offenses.
West could be sentenced to up to
102 years if convicted of all the
Crimes. But Ohio law limits the
maximum he could serve on those
offenses to 15 years, prosecutors
say.
Murray Ledger & Times

State infant mortality rate at all-time low
infants.
The Fayette County program
matches prenatal patients with
women who become "second
mothers."
Each makes six to eight home
visits during the pregnancy and the
same number after the baby is
born. They provide prenatal and
parenting education, transportation.
social counseling and moral support. They also help the new
mother meet other needs, such as
clothing, housing, food and day
care, the report said.
There is a strong relationship in
Christian County between the
health department and local doctors, plus an outreach effort to
ensure pregnant women seek prenatal care early and stick with it
until delivery, the report said.
Statewide, health departments
saw more than 24,000 women in
prenatal clinics in 1990. the report
said.
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'I want ,your business.'

Asia

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Home
753-7955

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

FALL WARDROBE SALE
BABY
YOUR BABY

THE MORE
YOU BUY,
THE MORE YOU
SAVE,
ON WOMEN'S
CAREER
APPAREL

SALE
25% TO
40% OFF

30% OFF

•SELECTED TOPS
& BOTTOMS
•SETS & SLEEPWEAR

PURCHASES OVER $250
Applies to regular price merchandise only.

25% OFF

20% TO
25% OFF

PURCHASES OF 100.01
TO $250
Applies to regular price merchandise only.

• INFANTS' & TODDLERS
SELECTED COORDINATES
CRAWLERS. SWEATERS
AND FLEECE
•GIRLS' DRESSES
• BOYS' DRESS UPS
'SESAME STREET APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES
• UNDERWEAR AND SOCKS
•OUTERWEAR
• NURSERY BEDDING.
ACCESSORIES AND
COORDINATES
'NEWBORN APPAREL.
• SLEEPWEAR AND
• LAYYETTE WEAR. SHOES

20% OFF
PURCHASES UP TO
$100
Applies to regular price merchandise only.

SAVE ON WORTHINGTON
CAREER SEPARATES
A soft yet sophisticated approach
to career dressing.
Here's how it works;

65.013
34.00
36.00

Jacket
Add blouse
Add print skirt

Total
135.00
LESS 25%
33.75
FINAL SALE PRICE...101.25

Sa6.

15% OFF
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ALL OSH KOSH B'GOSH'

Sale excludes hosiery, handbags,
accessories, shoes,jewelry, lingerie
and outerwear.
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1991 J C Penney Company Inc

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5.30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. 8 Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

(Nice Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

enne
JC9
Fcshion co7Nes to lifcs"
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Regular prices apperaing in this ad are offering prices only Sales may or may
not have been made at regular prices.
Sale prices effective through Sept.21 on Baby Sale. Wardrobe sale prices
effective through Sept.28th. Percentage off represent savings on regular or
original prices. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken on original priced
merchandise, Reductions on original priced merchandise effective until stock is
depleted. All sales exclude JCPenney Smart Values.
Sesame Street and Sesame Street sign are trademarks and Service marks of
The Children's Television Workshop. 1990 Jim Henson Productions.
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Least-traveled road leads to Grassy Lake

WALTER L. APPERSON

"Sure, I can be there at nine," I
say. "That won't be necessary," I
MAIN STREET
reply in response to the question
about whether 1 need to join the
caravan of other cars that will be
headed to the hunting lodge where
we're having an all-day business
Constance Alexander
meeting the next morning. "As
Ledger & Times colionnist
long as I have directions," I declare
breezily, "I should be able to find
the place."
zation" in my mind, to ask direc- I'm supposed to drive past a big
My words come back to me the tions. Surely someone will know field and turn right at the tree line.
following day as I peer at the hand- which road to take.
"What tree line," I grumble after
written map and try to decide
few
miles. There are trees everya
"I'm
fro
-0i ,MisSouri,l'The woman
which unmarked gravel road is the
where,
and the "big field" that is
at
the
convenience
store
shrugs.
one I'm looking for. I have passed
designated on the map is indistin"But
it's
probably
that
road
before
up several gravel roads since I
guishable. The way it looks to me,
drove through Wickliffe on my that big bridge," she declares. I've been driving through one big
"Forget
those
small
bridges."
way to Grassy Lake Farms, a
field ever since I turned off Route
remote retreat in Ballard County.
I cross my fingers when I turn 60. The road I'm on has already
The gravel road I'm looking for is on to the gravel road that I think is forked at several junctures, and bf
supposed to be right before the first the one I'm looking for. "This is a now I realizii might be lost.
bridge to Cairo. I've already gone serial killer's dream," I mutter to
I imagine the headlines:
over several bridges and have no myself, surveying the utterly desol- "Middle-aged woman vanishes in
clue about whether or not I'm ate landscape that surrounds the foresi" This is getting to be a bad
headed in the right direction. For dusty, rutted path. I grit my teeth dream or a fractured fairy tale.
all I know I could be in Illinois. Or and force myself to continue Now I'm not sure if I should forge
Egypt. I haven't seen another car driving.
ahead or turn back, but the fact that
or person in miles, and I sense that
When I spot the abandoned rail- this is a business appointment
one wrong turn could plunge me road trestle, I am instantly relieved. makes me push on.
into the Mississippi — or the Nile. Shortly after that, I cross under a
I finally arrive at Grassy Lake
I decide to go back to Wickliffe, bridge, another landmark on the Farms, over 5000 acres of prowhich has quickly become "civili- scanty map I've been given. Next, tected habitat with an unusual ele-
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'Judging the judges'long-debated
By WALTER R. MEARS
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — For the 132nd time, the Senate is judging a
Supreme Court justice-designate — arguing, as always, about the proprieties of confirmation and about the politics behind it.
- Confirmed, Clarence Thomas would become the 106th justice approved
by the Senate to serve on the court. Twenty-six nominees have been
denied confirmation, at varying stages of the process.
But those- precedents don't tell these senators whether confirmation
decisions ,properly involve philosophy and politics, or only fitness to
serve. On this one, the White House and Republicans generally insist it is
the latter, while liberal Democrats are determined to raise broader political questions.
That hasn't always been the party stance. Positions on the confirmation
process were reversed the last time a Democratic president chose a justice-, 24 years ago. Then it was Democrats who said the Senate should
consider only fitness to serve, not a nominee's views on issues.
With Thomas on the Senate witness stand starting today, some Democrats insist they are entitled to know his views on abortion rights and
other topics that may become issues before the court.
President Bush's spokesman said that is out of bounds. "We do not
question judicial nominees about their positions on specific issues that
may come before the courts, and we expect the Senate would be no different," said Marlin Fitzwater, the White House press secretary.
Questions on topics like abortion and affirmative action are certain, and
just as surely, Thomas will avoid definitive answers. He's had some practice at dealing with confirmation questions, having gone through the process four times, for the court of appeals and for three earlier administration appointments.
The Constitution says only that the president shall nominate justices for
court appointment "by and with the advice and consent of the Senate."
In the Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton wrote that the Senate's
role in confirming court and other appointments -would be an excellent
check upon a spirit of favoritism in the president, and would tend greatly
to prevent the appointment of unfit characters from state prejudice, from
family, connection, from personal attachment, or from a view to
popularity."
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, cited Hamilton in arguing that the Senate has
"a checking function" in confirmations, but no more. "It does not have a
license to exert political influence," he ,said.
Indeed, said Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., "if a philosophical litmus
test can be applied to defeat a nominee, then the independence of the federal judiciary could be undermined."
But philosophy certainly was a factor in 1967 when Thurmond was one
of 11 senators whd voted against confirmation of the liberal Thurgood
Marshall. the first black justice, the last court appointee of a Democratic
president and the man Thomas would succeed on the bench.
When Marshall was confirmed, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
said senators should consider the background, temperament, qualifications
and integrity of an appointee, not whether his views coincided with their
own.
But Kennedy was a leader of the liberal opposition drive that defeated
the nomination of conservative Robert H.-Bork in 1987. He voted against
the confirmation of Justice David H. Souter last year. He has not said how
he will vote on Thomas.
Republicans seeking to blunt opposition to the conservative Thomas
point to Kennedy's position a decade ago, when Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor was the nominee and anti-abortion activists challenged her.
•'It is offensive to suggest that a potential justice of the Supreme Court
must pass some presumed test of judicial philosophy,- the Massachusetts
senator said at that confirmation hearing.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said during the O'Connor debate
that "there is something basically un-American" in the argument that a
person should be denied confirmation because of somebody's view that
.
they are wrong on one issue.
Now, Metzenbaum says he intends to find out where Thomas stands on
a woman's right to choose abortion.
That was an issue against Bork. Souter wouldn't say. Thomas isn't likely to.
But the questions will make the point, on abortion and other contentious topics.
Until 1925, no Supreme Court nominee had appeared to testify at
Senate hearings on his confirmation, and few did during the following 30
years. Felix Frankfurter did, reluctantly, in 1939, but he said it would be
improper for him to express views on any controversial issue affecting the
court. Sherman Minton declined to testify in 1949, for the same reason.
Personal testimony has been standard since the 1950s, with televised
hearings on five nominees since 1981. The rejected Bork said the process
had become increasingly political.
In 1988, a bipartisan panel financed by the Twentieth Century Fund
said the .confirmation system is "dangerously close to looking like the
electoral process," and said Supreme Court nominees shouldn't have to
testify.
That was filed and forgotten. After all, the risks and rigors of public
questioning are for most nominees the last stop before a lifetime injudicial sanctuary.
OMNI

World editorial roundup
Aug. 30; The Miami Herald:
In "The Gods Must Be Crazy," a Coke bottle falls from a plane and
lands among primitive tribesmen in Africa. They examine it, discuss it,
and even quamel over it. but they nover quite figure it out.
Much the same occurs in America each year when the College Board's
r,:.port on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) drops from the sky. With
math and verbal scores declining this year, the critics are buzzirtg.
What gives? Imagine that the National Basketball Association (NBA)
announces a free-throw contest and asks each team to send its best shooter. Result: Good scores. The following year, though, the league asks each
team to send its two best shooters; and in the third, its three best; and so
on. Gradually the averages drop. Soon the headlines warn: "Free-throw
shooting declines in the NBA."
This explains one of the long-term trends with SAT scores. In general,
more students are taking the test. Result: lower averages.
What now concerns educators, however, is that too many of the best
students' scores are dropping — despite revisions that critics say make
today's SAT easier.
A reoccurring theme gathered from the testimony at a meeting of Florida's Commission on Education Reform and Accountability was that too
many kids are doomed before they enter kindergarten. Early childhood
programs are thus essential if other reforms are to have a chance to
succeed.
Beyond that, the blueprints for the next wave of school reform have yet
to be drawn. Happily, this means there is still time, for those interested to
get involved.
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vated lodge that is a perfect sanctuary for a strategic planning session.
Once I recover from the nervewracking drive. I find myself
grudgingly admiring the exotic
setting.
The lodge itself stands on stilts
25 feet above the ground. The lake
in front of it is lined with clusters
of cypress trees. They huddle close
to the short, knobby-kneed waders
testing the water. While I was driving, the landscape had looked plain
green. Now, upon closer inspection, it yields flashes of color. Yellow butterflies flutter amidst
clumps of silvery marsh grass, and
eruptions of wildflowers scatter
purple and blue among the verdance. Birds cry, one to another,
and there's the measured hum of
insects.
To the sports-minded, Grassy
Lake Farms is favorite spot for
sportsmen, a veritable happy hunting ground, a haunt for all seasons.
To me — decidedly not an outdoor
person — it provides one of those metaphorical lessons about life:
Stop complaining about the quality
of the map and pay attention to the
journey itself, especially on lesstraveled roads.
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Homosexuality:Is it all in your head?
Many in the gay rights movement think they have found the
silver bullet they've been looking
for in the results of a study by Dr.
Simon LeVay, a neurobiologist at
the Salt Institute in La Jolla, Calif.
LeVay examined the brains of
homosexual men, all of whom have
died of AIDS, and the brains of
men presumed to have been heterosexual, some of whom died of
AIDS through intravenous drug use
and some who died of other causes.
He reports in the current issue of
Science magazine that the hypothalamus portion of the brain in the
homosexual men was only a quarter of the size of the same region in
the heterosexual men.
LeVay (who says he is
hbmosexual) cautioned against
reaching firm conclusions about
these differences until further studies are done, but some in the gay
rights community and the press did
precisely that. It was front-page
news in many newspapers, and the
television networks covered it as if
a cure for cancer had been found.
While LeVay's approach to the
"cause" of homosexuality may
seem new, biological and genetic
explanations for sexual orientation
have been examined, debated and
rejected before.
In his new book "Reparative
Theory of Male Homosexuality: A
New Clinical Approach (Jason

CAL'S TI TOUGIITS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist

Aronson, publisher), Joseph Nicolosi, Ph.D., founder and clinical
director of the Thomas Aquinas
Psychological Clinic in Eucino,
Calif., examines some of these
studies.
Nicolosi says he "treats
homosexual men who are trying to
change." He distinguishes between
homosexuals ("a name that is an
undeniable part of their psychology") and gay ("which describes a
life style and values (homosexuals)
do not claim").
Nicolosi also dismisses LeVay's
references to animal research in
which it was learned that injury to
the hypothalamus of the brains of
rats and monkeys causes males to
lose interest in females while continuing to express their sexual vigor
in other ways.
"Physiogenetic research," writes
Nicolosi, "can be divided into two
categories — human studies_ and
animal studies. A few of the human
studies have reported hormonal dif-

ferences between homosexual and
heterosexual men, but- little convincing evidence has been found.
In addition, these studies are
extremely lacking in consistency
and replication of findings."
In fact, according to W. Gadpaille, writing in Archives of General
Psychiatry (1980), "Preferential
homosexuality is not found naturally in any infrahuman mammalian
species. Masculine/feminine differences and heterosexual preferences
are quite consistent up through the
phylogenetic (development) stage."
Those who hold to the view, as
Nicolosi does, that the way a child
is nurtured plays more of a role in
that child's choosing a gay life
style, are in line with the conclusions of R. Gundlach, who wrote in
the Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (1969), "In the
light of evidence of cultural determination of physical/sexual characteristics determining homosexuality

seems quite remote."
Nicolosi gets to the heart of the
issue when he writes, "The question of a biological basis for
homosexuality has been reopened
due to pressure for minority-rights
status for homosexuals. Justification for this special civil rights status would be supported if scientific
evidence could be found that
homosexuality is inborn.... The
more deeply identified a person is
with his sexual orientation, the
more he prefeYs to believe it was
prenatally determined."
The confusion among some who
are not sure what to believe about
homosexuality and the gay rights
movement, or who merely adopt
the politically correct attitude, is
the result of our society having lost
its moral moorings. Those who
oppose the' gay rights agenda are
labeled "homophobic," but it is the
gays who are "moralphobic." They
fear and reject an objective moral
code.
The good news for homosexuals,
even gays, who want to change is
that they can. Like any other path
to behavioral transformation, one
must first have the desire. The road
to true liberation is not to be found
in the hypothalamus but in changed
ways of thinking and behaving.
Nicolosi and many other who
have succeeded by clinical and
spiritual means testify to that.
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State editorial roundup
The Paducah Sun:
Discouragjog news about the state of American education has become
so commonplace that a report showing anything different probably would
send everyone into shock.
The latest results of the Scholastic Aptitude test, a standard exam for
college-bound high school students in many states, reveal a decline once
again both in verbal and mathetratical skills. The skid dates back six
years.
Experts cite the usual — too little homework, too easy coursework, too
much television, too little emphasis on reading.
Some of those faults are reflections on the schools, some on the home,
all on the priorities of our culture. •
It is no comfort to know that the SAT scores do not represent the average skill level for high school students. Those taking the test typically are
among the top students. If their performance is weak, imagine what is
happening in the lower rungs of the classes.
Some of the stated ills, those having so do with the schools, lend themselves to remedy. If teachers are lax or the curriculum is too easy, the

state can demand a change and get it.
The deeper problems are those having to do with the homes and the
habits that have become engrained in American life. The video age unfortunately is not conducive to strong verbal skills, or for that matter a drive
for learning.
It will require an extraordinary effort by schools and other institutions
to overcome the attraction of the electronic tube, and its deadening effect
on those who spend too much time in front of it. Parents have to be in the
front lines of that fight.
To a degree, Kentucky gets a reprieve from much of the fallout over
the dismal SAT scores. Education reform is in its first stages in this state.
While it is too early in the game for tangible results, Kentuckians at least
know the pieces that are being put into place now offer the hope for better
days ahead.
The effectiveness of reform will not be measured by SAT scores, but
by a more comprehensive set of tests. Whatever might happen elsewhere
regarding public education, the people of Kentucky expect the performance of their young people to be on the upward curve.
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &
Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893). •
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Southwest Calloway Elementary students winning awards in the
county-wide basketball contest, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
Optimist Club are: (Front row, from left) Justin Holland, Patrick
Greer, Raegan Morton, Rebecca Pennington, Courtney Potter.
(Middle row) Wesley Wisehart, Jeremy Workman, Jayme Gibson,
Craig King. (Back row) Neil Key, Brooke Lencki, Kristen Farmer.
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Ernestine Hargis, right, cafeteria manager at North Calloway
Elementary School, was honored by the PTA at the close of school.
Hargis, who has worked for Calloway County Foodservice for 25
years, received a copy of the 1990-91 yearbook which was dedicated
to her. Linda Fain made the presentation.
Terry Hart, of Murray Lumber Company, works with students from
Murray Elementary School, Carter Center, as part of their School
Business Partnership.
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Joan Cooper, a bus driver and food service cashier at Southwest Calloway Elementary, is shown receiving a copy of the 1990-91 Southwest
Yearbook from Beverly Shelton. The students and faculty of Southwest dedicated this year's yearbook to Cooper.

First graders at North Calloway Elementary enjoyed dividing a
72-pound watermelon. After eating the watermelon, each child
counted the number of seeds their slice had. Pictured from left are:
Brittany Yoak, Jessica Norsworthy, Brent Burchett and Joanna
Anderson.

Ivo
Geri Johnson, teacher at Murray High School, and Ann Kloth, of
Ryan Milk, are shown planning School Business Partnership activities
for the 1991-92 school year.
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Students in Ms. Linnie Hooks' fifth grade class at East Calloway
Elementary are having fun white they learn their math. Each student
was given a bag of M & M's to use as math manipulatives. First, they
estimated the number in the bag, then counted to see how close they
came. Then they grouped them into groups by color. Before they were
eaten some concepts of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division were reviewed. They even made a graph indicating the number
of each color in their bag. Shown are: (clockwise around table) Megan
Fleetwood, Kellie Downs, Amberly Perry and Amanda Peel.
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Hands-on learning plays a major role in Mr. Foley 's science classes at
Calloway County Middle School.
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Ann McKeel, teacher at Murray Middle School; Rebecca Cunningham teacher at Murray Elementary School, Robertson Center; Linara Roberts, teacher at Murray Elementary School, and Kathy Hodge,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. meet to plan School Business
Partnership activities for the 1991-92 school year.
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In Ms. Hooks' fifth grade class at East Calloway Elementary,(from
left) Terry.Calhoon, Jesse Boggess and Brad Jones are leaning how
to count money and make change. Using play money, they pretended
they were ordering refreshments from the snack bar. They had to figure the cost and give the cashier the correct amount of money.

Students in Ruth Ann Futrell's Honors English 11 class donned hats,
assumed the persona suggested by the hat style, and then wrote -firstperson narratives from the imaginary person's point of v iew. Shown
above are Leah Stuart and Bethany Call.
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• Students in Ruth Ann Futrell's Honors English II class donned hit,'
assumed the persona suggested by the hat style, and then %%rote first.
".11111*-.....1111111t
person narratives from the imaginary person's point of ‘iew Short
Calloway County Middle School students E.A. Roy al and Cary Ahart
above
are Clay Cowan and Paul Hart.
•
get individualized assistance from Mrs. Jackie. Abbott.
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Tom Rushing and Dave Hornback, School BUSilliSS Partnership rcp,
resentativ es from the Bank of Murray, and Joe Dick, president of the
Bank of Murray, are shown with students from Murray,..Elementziry
School, Robertson Center. School Business Partnership activities
began recently with planning sessions between schools and businesses.
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MURRAY TODAY
Married 25 years today

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

I uesday, Sept. 10

Tuesday, Sept. 10

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American

First Baptist Church WMU
Groups/Kathleen Jones at
chapel/11 a.m.; Dorothy at City
Park/5 p.m.; Louella Beddoe with
Janice Barnes/7 p.m.

Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Map.. Streets, Murray.
Murra) Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/7:30
p.m 'Masonic Hall.
Murray Lions Club will
mee:,,6:30 p.m./Murray Woman's
Club House.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray City Schools will have a Song Writing After School Workshop
for Grades 4, 5 and 6. This will be from 3 to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesdays, Sept.
17 and 24, and Oct. 1 and 8, at Murray Middle School. Traditional Kentucky Music Maker Blake Basker will be featured. Enrollment will be
limited. For more information call Jean Bennett, 753-4363 or 753-2590.

Blood Rker Baptist Association
Central Training School/Westside
Church/7 p.m.

Chestnut Grove plans revival

(Cont'd on page 7)

Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel will have revival services at 7
p.m. each evening starting Wednesday, Sept. 11, and continuing through
Friday, Sept. 13. Speakers will be the Rev. Elliott Wright of Church of Living
God at Paris, Tenn., on Wednesday; The Rev. V. G. Gardner of Mt. Zion
Baptist Church on Thursday; and the Rev. James Williams of Oak Grove
Missionary Baptist Church on Friday. The public is invited to attend, a
church spokesperson said.

Hospital reports released
asinlysals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
6, ha vc been released as follows:
Dismissals
Ja-res B Atkins, Rt. 1, Box 117,
Conace Grove, Tenn.; Mrs. Christine
Beave MOT Cal Apt. C13, Murray;
Wilson (Gene) Coleman, 415 Barger. Ma;field, James Paul Collins, 526
Soot', Seventh St., Murray; Sammie D.
Cr-ut-c-t-e-. 303 South Fifth St., Murray;
Ateshia C. Cunningham, HC
Box IC New Concord; Mrs. Mayme
Drowr.s 1600 Belmont Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Anna French, 254 Riveria Ct.,
Murray
Wilfcrd Lee Harned, Rt. 2, Box 272,
Calven City' Mrs. Pamela Hefner, 305
Byrd Rd., Paris, Tenn.; Karl Hoover,
Rt. 5. Box 994, Murray;
Mrs Patricia lseminger, Rt. 1, Box
227, Gilcertsville; Mrs. Bertha M. Madrey, Rt 1 Box 520, MurrarMarion
Oney it I. Box 713, Murray;
Mrs Agnes R. Seaqman, Rt. 8, Box
198, Et:nton Mrs. Caroline J. Thacker,
Rt 6. Bcx 265A, Murray; Merlin
Was!-.ei Rt 7. Box 44, Murray;
Mrs
Norma Kay York, Rt. 1, Box
274, Hardin, John W. Yow, Rt. 1, Box
154-5. Klksey. Mrs. Sandra C. Fender
and baby girl, Rt 5, Box 568. Murray.

T. newborn admissions and
disniKsals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday, Sept.
7, ha‘e been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Gut e Baby boy, parents: Diana
anc
R: 1. Hardin,
Stababy girl. mother, Gail
Jeie x. ._ct 47 Tanglewood, Paris.
Tenn

Dismissals
ps 0 Brewer. 1002 Southwood Apt B, Murray; Mrs. Jane Clayton, R: 1, Box 156, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Mrs Laverne Mae Cornett, 108 South
14th .3: Murray;

William Weaks, P.O. Box 1153,
Murray; Larry Williams, P.O. Box 194,
Hazel; Mrs. Maryanne Arthurs and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 392A, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Rhonda Boone and baby girl,
702 Poplar St., Murray; Mrs Jennifer
Clark and baby girl, Rt. 9. Box 378,
Benton;
Mrs. Regina Harris and baby boy,
Rt. 8, Dogwood Rd., Benton; Mrs.
Cherie Thompson and baby girl, 902
Coillege Cts., Murray.

more at 762-1137.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Gaines are today, Sept. 10, celebrating their
25th wedding anniversary. They were married on Sept. 10, 1966, at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, Murray. They have
one daughter, Kriesta Anne Gaines, a sophomore at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.

Cornett's -will sing 77i ii

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat.9-9;Sun. 12-6

Oaks' Club events planned
Oaks Country Club has scheduled coming events. Twilight Golf will now
be on Sunday at 2 p.m. starting Sept. 8. Stag Night will be Thursday, Sept.
12, with tee-off time at 5 p.m. and Danny Carter, Mark Ferguson, Kevin
Lawson and Danny Woods in charge of arrangements. Men's Club Championship will be Saturday, Sept. 14, and persons should call Charlie at the

club to sign up for this event. Because of the weather on Labor Day, the
Labor Day Golf Scramble has been rescheduled for Sunday. Sept. 22, at 1
p.m.

Bob, Rt. 5, Box 1002, Murray.

North Girl Scout Sign Up Thursday

Dismissals
William R. Castleberry, Rt. 1, Box
63, Murray; Miss Joni Michelle Mills,
Rt. 1, Box 159-B. Hardin;
Miss Jacqueline Gaines, 500 South
L.P Miller, Murray; Miss Cassandra
Rae Stephens, 907 North 16th St.,
Murray;
Miss Victoria Beach, 16041/2 College Farm Rd., Murray; Mrs. Sherri
Lynn Wilson, P.O. Box 783, Murray;
Mrs. Tandi England, Rt. 7, Waldrop
Dr., Mayfield.

St., Murray; Z.B. Crouse, Rt. 2, Box
275, Murray: Mrs. Clara Goff, HC Box
85, New Concord;
Ms. Goldie Darnell, Rt. 2, Box
404-10, Calvert City; Mrs. Thelma Dillon, -605- FcireSt.Dale, South Fulton,
Tenn.
Mrs, Zilpah Saxon, Rt. 4, Box 382,
Mayfield: Mrs. Vera Hazel Dill, Rt. 2,
Box 830, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs Murrell Smith, 903 Fairlane Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Jean Fleming, Rt. 6, Box
10, Murray;
Mrs. Patricia Lynn Morrison, Rt. 5,
Box 209. Benton; Mrs. Dora Bowerman, Hardin; Mrs. Maxie Heppe, Rt. 1,
Box 134, Almo;
Ms. Victoria Mitchell and baby girl,
100 Dean Dr., Cadiz; Miss Gail Jewell
and baby girl, No. 3 Lot 47 Tanglewood Lane,'Paris, Tenn.

24-1Iour Program Information
(502) 753-3314
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Girl Scouts at North Calloway Elementary School will have their sign up
on Thursday, Sept. 12, at 6:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All current Girl
Scouts and any girls interested in scouting are invited to participate. Also
any adults interested in becoming Girl Scout leaders or assistants are
invited to attend. June Vander Molen is Girl Scout representative for North

Mentally Ill Group will meet
Murray Alliance for the Mentally III will meet Thursday, Sept. 12, from 6 to
8 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This will
be the group's first anniversary observance. 'Regional Services to the
Chronic Mentally Ill" will be presented by Wendy Dooley, CMI Case Manager. This is open to all interested persons. For information contact Melody
Myrand, 436-2518.
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The Senior Job Club for Calloway County will meet Friday, Sept. 13, at

1:30 p.m. at George Weaks Community Center, South Seventh and Poplar
Streets, Murray. This is open to all interested seniors. For information call
753-0929.

The "Cornett's" of Kingsport, Tenn., will be featured in a gospel concert on Thursday, Sept. 12, at 7:30 p.m. at Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, Murray. The "Cornett's" were raised in church and in a pastor's home and have been singing almost all of their fires. In recent
years they have been traveling extensively with singing and evangelistic ministry. The church is located at 402 Sunbury Circle, Murray,
just west of South Fourth Street at the Bunny Bread Store. For more
information call 759-1602. The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor, invites the
public to attend.

Cannadys hold reunion
Bill and Carol Cannady hosted
the Cannady Family Reunion over
Labor Day weekend at their home
on Rt. 5, Murray.
The group attended the Country
Music Show at Back Street Station,
Benton.
Ending the fun-filled weekend
was a fish fry on Sunday. Teresa
Wyant had games and prizes for
the young children.
Family members from Illinois
and Michigan were present.
Attending were Tom and Sue
Cannady Bryarly, Patrick and
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thursday through Monday
September 12-16
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N., Murray
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Karen Bryarly and four sons, all of
Granite City, Ill.; Kenny and Patti
Gibbs, Wood Riven, Ill.; Jim Sr.
and Toni Cannady Hardin, Wateruliet, Mich.; Jim Jr. and Becky
Hardin and two sons, Eau Claire,
Mich.; Teresa Wyant and son, St.
Joe, Mich.; Bill and Kathy Boyer,
two sons and daughter, Sister
Lakes, Mich.; Willie and Sue Van
Horn and two daughters. Scott and
Wendy Van Horn and son, Rhonda
Van Horn and daughter, all of Murray.

Red Cross classes planned
Three special classes are being planned in September by the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red Cross. This will be Standard First/Aid
Class, Community CPR (cardio-pulmonry resuscitation) Class, and CPR

Recertification Class, according to Peggy Billington, executive director of
the local Red Cross Chapter. Any one interested in taking any of these clas-

ses is asked to call the Red Cross office, 753-1421. The office is located on
second floor of George Weaks Community Center.

Basic Education class planned
Adult Basic Education Class for preparation for GED examination is being
held each Tuesday and Thursday from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Room 112 of

may call 753-5479 or 753-3033 for information.

Young At Heart meeting Wednesday
The Young At Heart Club of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet Wednesday, Sept.I 11, at 12 noon in the Parish Center. This will be an -indoor picnic" with hot dogs and hamburgers and other foods. Games and fun prizes
will be featured. Final plans will be discussed for a one-day trip on Saturday,
Dec. 14, to Our Lady of the Snows Festival at St. Louis, Mo. Cost of the day
will be $69 which includes bus transportation, dinner on the Lt. Robert E.
Lee boat, tour of the St. Louis Cathedral and other historic places. Deadline
for reservations with a $10 deposit required is Friday, Nov. 15. For information contact Genevieve Holland, 492-8275, Dorothy Rachoy, 436-2755, or
Mary Gertzen, 753-4019.

Genealogy workshop planned
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Reservations for the workshop, `Genealogy from Start to Publication and
More, scheduled Saturday, Sept. 21, at 9 a.m. at Lyon County School
Cafeteria, Eddyville, must be made by Tuesday, Sept. 10. Dorothy Byrn of
Murray will be one of the featured speakers. Reservations may be made by
sending $10 (which includes the buffet luncheon) to Mary Weldon DuLaney,
P.O. Box 667, Eddyville, Ky. 42038.

A Pinochle Club meets each second and fourth Wednesday of the month
at 1 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. The club will play at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 11. For those desiring to learn how to play pinochle, a class
will be at 10 a.m, on the same day. There is no charge for this group. For
information call Doyle Williams, 753-1438.

Blankenship Circle to meet
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Calloway County High School building. Marlene Beach, teacher, said the
first six weeks will be English. There is no charge for the class. Persons

Pinochle group at center
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Senior Job Club on Friday

One 8 x 10. Two 5 x 7's (approx. Size), 24-Billfolds
Ten Wallets and 18 Mini-Portraits
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Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Sept. 11, at Ellis
Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m. with
the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem - compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating com-

Newborn admissions
Rogers baby boy, parents, Lynette
and Edward, Rt. 2. Box 83A, Hickory;
Cook baby girl, parents, Tammy and

TSAVE $3.001

Exc,,,s, vely at

Overeaters on Wednesday.

pulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. Sept.
8, have been released as follows:

WAL-MART

CLIP & SAVE

Stroke Support Group will meet Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 3:30 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Understanding
Stroke* will be discussed by Steve Passmore, LPT Physical Therapy Director. This is open to all interested persons. For more information call Pass-

Dismissals
Mrs. Vada Tharpe, 101 Chestnut

We are pleased to
announce that Ka-ren- - Stone -bride
,
elect of David Feagiri has made her
domestic
and
household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Karen and David
witI be married September 28, 1991.

L.

Stroke Support Group Wednesday

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Sept.
9, have been released as follows:

BRIDAL
I REGISTRY

•

Mrs. Camilla J. Farmer, 1638 West
Olive, Apt. B, Murray; Mrs Sandy
Forgey, Rt. 1, Box 48, Sedalia, Mrs
Robbie McNutt, 316 North Poplar, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary L. Outland, 1900 Gatesborough, Murray; Mose Payne Jr.,
1608 Farmer Ave.. Murray; Treman
Shekel! Rt 4, Box 314, Murray;
Mrs Elise Salter, 801 Carol Dr.,
MurrayT.G. Shelton, 1709 Calloway
.Ave.. Murray;- Mrs-Caron S Sorrels,
1711 Keenland. Murray;
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The Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Mathodist Church
will meet Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 7 p.m. at the church. This will also be the
night for the 'Bakeless Bake Sale. All interested women are invited to
attend.

Harris Grove Club will meet
Harris Grove Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 10
a.m. at Ellis Center. Members are to bring 'Caps for Cal" items. The lesson
will be -Customizing Collars and Sweatshirts' to be presented by Gene
Wrather. Hostesses will be Martha White and Sherry Edwards. Officers for
1991-92 are Katherine Ray, president, Elizabeth Parks, vice president,
Molena Armstrong, secretary, and Myrtle Jones, treasurer
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Tucker and Morgan wedding planned
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Tucker
of Kirksey announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Julie Ann, to John
David Morgan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Morgan of Murray.
Miss Tucker is the grandaughter
of Mrs. Ernmalu Tucker of Kirksey, the late C.B. Tucker, and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Burie Charlton.
Mr. Morgan is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Burkeen of
Murray, and Mrs. Opal Morgan of
Murray and the -late David Young
Morgan.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is presently employed
at Fisher-Price of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is presently employed
at Kentucky Energy of Benton.
An October wedding is being
planned,._

Grogans hold
family event
The descendants of the late Thomas Richard Grogan and Frances
Adeline- Grogan held a family reunion on Sunday, Sept. 1, in the Fellowship Hall of University Church
of Christ.
Those attending enjoyed taking
pictures and reminiscing about old
times. A potluck lunch was served.
Present from the Murray area
were the following:
Kenneth and Lulu Gray. Grogan,
Vada Grogan, Lillie Wrather, Virgil Ruth Grogan, Hilda Hart,
Allene Evans, J.W. and Irene
Young, Linda Stubblefield, W.D.
and Frances McCuiston, Wendell
and Sadie Albritten, Bill Ed and
Dorval Hendon, Steve and Patty
McCuiston and children, Amanda
and Blake,
Donna and Woody Herndon,
Brenda Cooper, Jeff and Melissa
Graves and children, Aimee and
Nathan, Glen McCuiston, Jud andFay Fortenberry, Kelly and Hope
Rogers and daughter, Paige, Isaac
and Dorothy Grogan, Cabot Grogan, Robert and Rachel Hendon,
Carolyn Hendon Colson and children, Kerry and Megan,
Bobby C. and Clara Stubbleifeld,
Conda Lesa Stubblefield, Inez Butterworth, Robert Jr. and Anna Marie McCage, Sharla McCage, Charles E. and Marianna Stubblefield,
John and Marsha Dale, Michael
Dale, Betty Tusa and children,
Mark, Brian and Karen, Paul Wayne and Shirley Garrison and Mickey Garrison.
Out-of-town relatives present
were the following:
Kent and Karen McCuiston and
daughter, Francie, West Paducah;
Richard and Betty Grogan, Hopkinsville; Phillip and Delura Mitchell and Scott Hill, Dallas, Texas;
Jay and Lisa Hill and children, Sarah and Scott, Ft. Myers, Fla.; Edd
and Carolyn Grogan and daughter,
Julie, Paducah; Jeff Garrison and
friend, Kary Ann Jones, Columbus,
Ohio; Mark and Susan Johnson and
son, Kyle, Louisville.
There were 80 persons present.
The next reunion is planned at the
same location on the first Sunday
in September 1992.

NAVY LT. MAURICIO A.
VILES. son of Henry Viles of
Mayfield, recently departed on a
routine six-month Mediterranean
deployment aboard the tank landing ship USS Sumter, homeported

Bring Home
3ack-To- ics Des

An open invitation is extended to
the public to attend a Parish Mission, running Saturday, Sept. 14,
through Thursday, Sept. 19. This
mission will be based on a theme
derived from the prophecy of
Micah, "This is what Yaweh asks
of you — only this: to act justly, to
love tenderly, to walk humbly with
God."
"The mission, held at and sponsored by St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray, offers a chance
for the community enhance their
faith by renewing their strength and
determiniation to act justly,
(Cont'd from page 6)
increasing the ability to love one
another and enlivening one's perWednesday, Sept. 11
Tuesday, Sept. 10
sonal relationship with God," said
Carter and Robertson School First Christian Church events Fr. Larry McBride, church pastor.
Skating party/6-8 p.m./Circus_Skat- include Evangelism Committee at
The missionary team leader is
ing of Murray.
Pagliai's/12 noon; Christian Family Fr. James Gleason, C.S.s.R., from
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel Chicago's Redemptorist Fathers.
Ladies Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Choir/7:15 p.m.
Having spent a number of years
Church/7 p.m./Gleason Hall.
ministering to a low income inner
Memorial Baptist Church events
United Way Kickoff/7 include BSU luncheon/12:20 p.m.; city parish in Detroit, Mich., Fr.
p.m./Collins Center for Industry Supper/5:30 p.m.; S.S. Workers Gleason has directed many misthroughout the United States.,
and Technology, Murray State Mt./6:15 p.m.; RAs and Prayer sions
The mission schedule includes
University.
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 the mission team preaching at masp.m.
ses on Saturday, Sept. 14, at 6 p.m.
Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
and Sunday, Sept. 15, at 8 and 11
Manor. Info/759-9964.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road a.m.
Church of Christ.
Each evening at 7 p.m. services
Singles Organizational Society/7
will be conducted by the missionp.m./Chamber of Commerce build- Bible classes/7 p.m./University ary team with a different topic each
ing. Info/Pamela, 753-7638 or Church of Christ.
evening. Topics include: Salvation,
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Sunday, Sept. 15; Jesus as Savior,
Grace Baptist Church events Monday, Sept. 16; Sin and ReconMurray Branch of AAUW/ include Youth Choir Practice/6:15
potluck dinner/6 p.m./home of Dr. p.m.; Business Meeting/ 7 p.m.; cilliation, Tuesday, Sept. 17; The
Eucarish, Wednesday, Sept. 18:
Marian Fuller.
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m. Your Personal Mission, a Vocation
of Service, Thursday, Sept. 19.
Bingo/K/C Building/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
Separate weekday services, not
include Mid-Week Bible Study, repeats of the evening services will
Wednesday, Sept. 11
Business Meeting, Acteens, RAs,
Murray Country Club Ladies GAs,and Mission Friends/7 p.m. be held at 9 a.m., Monday through
Thursday.
Golf Play/9 a.m.
There will be a social hour folbFirst 'Baptist Church events lowing each Mission service, held
Oaks Country Club Ladies' include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Felat St. Leo's Parish Center. Transevents include golf/9 a.m. and
lowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library portation for Mission services can
bridge/9:30 a.m.
open/6:15 p.m.; Prayer meeting and be arranged by calling Sue Clark at
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary 753-5800. For further Mission
South Pleasant Grove Homemak- Choir/7:45 p.m.
information, call 753-3876.
ers Club/1:30 p.m./home of Clarkie
"In a world crying out for jusButterworth.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Pottertown Homemakers Club/10 Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
a.m./Louie's Restaurant.
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Senior Golf Group/8 a.m./Miller
Open Riding at West Kentucky
Memorial Golf Course.
Expo Center/5-1 0 p.m.
SPECIAL NEEDS
Hazel 'Center/open 10 a.m.-2 Info/762-3125.
ADOPTION PROGRAM
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
LBL events include Iron
1-800-432-9346
N.KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
0.m./Homeplace-1850; Planetiarp.m./for senior citizens' activities.
ium Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Deer Up
Close!/9:30 a.m., Eagles Up
Bereavement Support Group/9:30 Close!/1 p.m. and Coyotes and
a.m./hospice office of MurrayWolves/2:30 p.m./WNC.
Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital/
Chapman's Grocery, Dublin/9-11
a.m. and Bigg's Market, Thomasville, 12:30-2 p.m.

Any one having donations of any
items except clothing to give for
the auction, please leave at the center or call 759-1965, for prompt
pick-up service. If requested, a
receipt will be issued as a record of
your contribution.

1, at 10
El lesson
iy Gene
iCers for
.esident,

First United Methodist Women's
Circles/Wesleyan with Marjorie
Crass and Ruth Wilson with Delma
Trotter/7:30 p.m.

All Casual
Flats
1/4
OFF

4

-%114$4.404,
• t1
6

reiZ74
Paint & Decorating Center
Southold*

Conger

7513321

Order Your Homecoming
Mums NOW!
$1500 & Up
Large selection of options.
Create your own or choose
from display.

Bel-Air
Center
Murray

753-0932

Holly lost 10 lbs.
first week of
program.

Wanda Henry of
Heart & Tole Craft
Store lost 373/4" in
two weeks.

Special!!

00 /18

Week

By Popular Demand Extended through Sept 30, 1991

Call 753-1044
Special Offer Doesn't Include Supplements.

wsight•loss•Clinl

204 S. 5th St., Murray

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

••••••

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Evangelism Work
Area/7 p.m.

Any Boots Put In Lay-A-Way
Until The End Of September

II

Purchase AIDS Link will have
its first benefit auction on Saturday, Sept. 14, at National Guard
Armory, 1800 Clark Ave.,,
Paducah.
Preview will start at 5 p.m. with
the auction with Dale Harris as
auctioneer to start at 6 p.m.
All types of items will be on
sale. Benefits will go to Purchase
AIDS Link/Direct AIDS Services/
Education.

Kentucky Educational Reform
Seminar/sponsored by MSU and
Murray Woman's Club/Calloway
Public Library/10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Public invited.

10% OFF

Ii

Purchase AIDS
Link schedules
benefit auction

Mission."

CALENDAR

month
n Weda class
up. For

Church
be the
nted to

tice." said Fr. McBride, "we have
an opportunity to renew our relationship with God. Please mark
your calendars and join us for our

Julie Ann Tucker and
John David Morgan to marry

‘Nith I licautitul Floor [hat Ret1eit8 Your St% k

ltr%
ntsl(s

in Norfolk, Va.
The 1980 graduate of Mayfield
High School and 1985 gradute of
Centre College, Danville, joined
the Navy in September 1986.

Parish Mission planned at
St. Leo's Catholic Church

W.A.T.C.H. auction scheduled Friday
W.A.T.C.H. Inc. (work activities
training center for the handicapped)
will have a special fund-raising
auction on Friday, Sept. 13, starting at 5 p.m. at W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main St., Murray. Darrell
Beane will be auctioneer.
"Come join us ,for an evening of
fun and bargainsi..lots of new merchandise and gift certificates
donated by local merchants...assorted collectibles from
the community," a center spokesperson said. Refreshments will be
available.

SERVICE NEWS

PAGE 7

)hack

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
759-4795
Olympic Plaza

. Introducing Delta Pride
Farm Raised Catfish

2 Pc. Dinner
S3•99

3 Pc. Dinner

Slaw, hushpuppies, white beans
& choice of potato.

Slaw, hushpuppies, white beans
& choice of potato.

$4•99

*wen 'Eaa
Open 4 p.m. • Hwy. 641N. • 753-4141

Seven Seas has been rated as one of the best fish _& seafood restaurant in
West Ky. by the Mobile Travel Guide.
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SPORTS
Fake leads to 33-31 Redskin win over Cowboys
IRVING, Texas (AP) — The Washington Redskins used seven straight Monday Night losses.
Washington is 18-16 in Monday Night games and Gibbs
fake punt sorcery to exorcise their Monday Night Football
now has a winning record against Dallas with 11 wins against,
demon.
The wildest scoring game beTween Washington and Dallas 10 losses.
in 29 years turned on a gamble that's in every playbook from
The fake punt was the talk ...of both locker rooms after the
junior high school to the NFL.
game.
It. fooled the Cowboys and helped the Redskins to a 33-31
"We worked on that fake punt all week," Gibbs said. -We
victory that ended their string of pratfalls on Monday Night felt it would work but, of course, you know what happens if
Football. The last time Washington had earned a Monday you miss. If it backfired, it could set them off.
"You have to give (special teams coach) Wayne Sevier cre-night victory was in 1987 against Dallas, also in Texas
dit. He yelled at me and told me-it looked good, and I said if
Stadium.
Washington coach Joe Gibbs was thankful to get the Mon- we got the right situation to go with it. It was a heckuva
play."
day Night jinx off his back.
Brian Mitchell took a short snap on fourth-and-1 from the
"I'm thrilled to death to get over that Monday Night
thing," he said. "Now we can quit worrying and talking Washington 48 and gained three yards. Four plays later, Gerald Riggs scored from a yard out to give the Redskins a 30-24
about it."
It was the most total points scored between the two teams lead with 12:58 to play.
since a 35-35 tie in 1970, and the victory snapped WashingChip Lohmiller later kicked his fourth field goal to put the
ton's six-game losing streak on Monday nights. The Redskins game out of reach.
were just a loss away from tying the New York Jets record of
The loss spoiled Dallas' first regular-season Monday Night

game since 148. Dallas is 19-17 on Monday night.
Mitchell said he read the Cowboys' defense and made an
automatic call.
"Actually the defense made the call for us because they
overloaded on one side," he said. "I got a great, quick snap
and I knew I had it."
Dallas defensive end Jim Jeffcoat said: "We weren't totally
surprised, but it was a good play on their part. We just selfdestructed out there."
Dallas coach Jimmy Johnson said a lost fumbled punt and
the fake punt killed the Cowboys.
"You can't give a good team the. kind of gifts we gave
them." he said. "All that kept them alive."
Gibbs said it was a typical Dallas-Washington alley brawl.
"It's going to be a battle with those guys every time out,"
Gibbs said. "It took some guts because things looked bleak
for us early."
Dallas upset Washington 27-17 in Texas Stadium on
Thanksgiving Day last year and Johnson's only victory in
(Cont'd on page 9)

Calloway, Murray coast
to girls' soccer victories
Staff Report
Murray Ledger J. Times Sports
Both the Calloway County Lady
Lakers and the Murray High Lady
Tigers posted easy victories-in girls
soccer action Monday night.
The Lady Lakers moved to 2-1
with a 3-1 victory over the Lady
Marshals of Marshall County while
the Lady Tigers downed St. Mary's
4-1.
Carrie Bell scored 15 minutes
into the first half off an assistant
from Jennifer Dowdy, and Christy
Lambert scored off an assist from
Alexia Schempp for the Lady
Lakerscz,
Marshall scored, but Calloway
answered in the second half, as
Darra Mitchell scored on an unassisted strike from center.
Calloway pounded out 21 shots
on goal, while Lady Laker goalie
Krista Stalls made six saves on the
evening.
The Lady Tigers used an incredible 45-8 shot on goal advantage to
pound the Lady Vikings behind a
hat trick from Kara Gressler. She
Also assisted on a Vanessa Sammons score. Jill Miller had two
assists while Sara Snyder also had
an assist for th Lady Tigers.
April Barksdale and Mary
Catherine Wooldridge worked the
goal for the Lady Tigers, while
Tammy Hansen, Amelia Davis,
Maggie Snyder, Ann Marie Shapla
and Melissa Muscio were all cited
for their defensive work.
• • • •
VOLLEYBALL
The Murray State Lady Racer
volleyball team held a 'five-point
lead in the final game of their

MSU adds Mizzou;
Edgar confident
in eligibility
of Racer guards

match at Evansville on Monday,
but surrendered the final seven
points and fell 13-15, 15-13, 15-12,
13-15, 9-15.
Led by Jill Doty and Roseanne
Brown, the Lady Racers held a 5-0
lead in the fifth and final game.
Later, they held a 9-8 lead, only to
see the Aces rattle off the next
seven points to take the match.
Doty finished the game with 23
kills and 33 digs. Brown, had a
team-high four blocks. Murray
State, now 1-7, ended a draining
eight-game road trip at Evansville
(2-0).
Mercifully, the Lady Racers next
game will be their home opener,
Sept. 17 against Southern Indiana.
The match will get underway at 7
p.m. in the Carr Health North Gym.
• • • •
JV FOOTBALL
Murray High beat Reidland in
football for the second time in four
days Monday, downing the Dogs
12-2 in junior ,varsity play at Ty
Holland Stadium.
Touchdown runs by B.J. Jenkins
and Mitch Downey helped Murray
Overcome an early 2-0 deficit.
Murray recovered their own
fumble in the end zone to give
Reidland the safety early in the
game. Jenkins put Murray on top
6-2 at halftime with a 45-yard run.
In the fourth quarter, Downey's
33-yard scamper around left end
iced the game for the Tigers, making the score 12-2.
Junior Shaka Rayford led the
Tiger defense with two intereeptions. The next IV game will be
next Monday, Sept. 16 against Fulton County at Ty Holland Stadium.

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Calloway County's Christy Lambert plays the ball with her head during girls soccer action Monday night. Both the Lady Lakers and Lady
Tigers posted victories Monday.

Murray State basketball coach
Scott Edgar will find out for sure
what he has in his backcourt next
season by the end of this week.
The university academic committee meets with Frank Allen
today, to hear Allen's appeal for
reinstatement after a summer of
making up incompletes.
Edgar says Allen is eligible
under NCAA standards, and feels
confident that Allen will play this
coming season — but may have to
wait until the end of the fall
semester.
"The worst posAble scenerio is
Frank being eligible at the end of
the fall semester," Edgar said.
"There are several proposals that
we're going to make as far as
monitoring his academic progress.
We're going to minimize his practice time and maximize his time in
study hall. We're trying to make
sure he's a student-athlete, instead
of being .an athlete-student."
Murray State is also awaiting
Maurice Cannon's junior college
transcript, but Edgar feels confident Cannon will be eligible.
In other basketball news, the
Racers dropped Christian Brothers
College, and picked up Missouri,
where the Racers will visit on
December 28 at 1:30 p.m.
Edgar says he wants to schedule
teams, like _ Missouri.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Justice, Strawberry don't feel heat of pennant race
By The Associated Press
If there's pennant pressure in the
National League West, Darryl
Strawberry and David Justice don't
seem to be bothered much.
Strawberry and Justice each
drove in five runs as Los Angeles
and Atlanta won Monday night,
keeping the Dodgers one-half game
ahead of the Braves.
Justice drove in a career-high
five runs with a pair of homers and
a single and John Smoltz won his
lath game since the All-Star break
as Atlanta defeated visiting San
Francisco 8-3 for its fourth consecutive victory.
"Tonight was my turn," Justice
said. "Yesterday it was Brian
Hunter and the day before it was
Jeff Treadway with three hits. It's a
different guy each and every day.

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER
Par 3 Golf Course.. 3.00
Golf Carts
3.00
Driving
Lighted
Range
2.00
Miniature Golf
1.75
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
50C
Lessons By Appointment:
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1152

MURRAY, KY

That's what makes a good team,
and we have a good team."
Smoltz (12-13) won his fourth
.straight and is 10-2 since July 12
after going 2-11 in the first half of
the. season. He pitched seven
innings and gave up one run and
five hits.
"Mentally, right now, I feel like

I can beat anybody. It doesn't matter what stuff I have. It's a fun
feeling," Smoltz said.
At Riverfront Stadium, Strawberry's RBI single tied it 4-all in
the fourth, and his three-run double
an inning later sent the Dodgers to
their third straight win and their
ninth in 11 games.

"The bottom line now is just
playing and having fun," Strawberry said. "You play up to your
ability and make the best of it.
Anytime you're in a pennant race,
that's the best time of the year."
There was one troubling development for the Dodgers: Starter
Tim Belcher had to leave the game

in the second inning with pulled
groin muscles. Kevin Gross (9-10)
got the win despite giving up four
runs in three innings.
Elsewhere in the NL it was Pittsburgh 12, Chicigo 10; St. Louis 4,
Philadelphia
Montreal 4, New
York 3; and San Diego 3, Houston
0.

Olivares helps snap Cards' five-game skid
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Come 1992, Omar Olivares may be the SL Louis
Cardinals' top pitcher.
At least that's what the Cardinals are projecting now — if Olivares can
be persuaded to take a few months off.
"I'm not going back to what happened this year," said Olivares, 24,
whose trials in an 8-5 summer have followed a particularly arduous winter
season.
"Looking back, I think that was it. It's got to be something like that,
because my arm wasn't as loose and as good as it is now." .
A month in the minors helped Olivares regain the arm strength to beat
the Philadelphia Phillies 4-2 Monday night.
The stocky right-hander worked 8 2-3 innings, delivering 135 pitches.
He protected a shutout until Dave Hollins singled and Charlie Hayes
homered, his 11th, in Philadelphia's ninth.
Since July 30, when his record was 3-3, Olivares has a 5-2 record and a
2.50 earned-run average in eight starts.
"He's made an awful lot of progress," St. Louis pitching coach Joe
Coleman said. "He's got a good, hard sinker. If he gets that over the
plate, He's going to get an awful lot of ground balls."
Olivares dominated despite less than pinpoint control.
"He wasn't getting ahead of as mafiy hitters as he should," Coleman
said. "He faced 33 hitters, and he got ahead of 16. We've got to make

n,A,,A44 IIII

sure it's around 60 percent."
Olivares' quest is "definitely mental, being to the point where you
understand what you're capable of doing," Coleman said.
"There's nothing that can beat staying within yourself and going with
what you have on a given day."
For four innings, while lined up against Philadelphia rookie Andy Ashby (0-3). Olivares could only hold his own.
That was because the Cardinals had no hits. But in the fifth, they had
five hits, one Tom Pagnozzi's two-run double and another Olivares' RBI
single for a 3-0 lead.
"I just want to be a good pitcher and hitter," said Olivares, whose
father, Ed, once hit 35 home runs as a St. Louis farmhand.
Phillies manager Jim Fregosi said Ashby, making only his third major
league start, paid for a mistake.
"He hung his breaking ball on the inside of the plate for Pagnozzi. I
thought he pitched well," Fregosi said. "I like what I've seen."
Milt Thompson homered, his sixth, off Danny Cox in the seventh for
thei
Cardinals.Louis' first win in six games and Philadelphia's fifth loss in
six. The Cardinals, for the year, have an 11-4 bulge against the Phillies.
After Hayes homered for Philadelphia's sixth hit, Lee Smith got pinchhitter Dale Murphy on one pitch for his NL-Ieading 38th save.
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FOR THE LOWEST
PRICES IN TOWN.

14.99

Installation and Service'

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 South 12th (641 South)

A Month

No Contract

ASK ABOUT AEROBICS
759-4955

753-4563
4
4

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

Nelson Rating
John NELSON
Associated Press

CBS jumping
on Braves'
bandwagon
For almost a decade, the
Atlanta Braves' bandwagon was
pulled by a Shetland pony, and
there was barely room in back
for Skip Caray and the bassoon
section.
But with the Braves and Los
Angeles Dodgers locked in mortal combat for the National
League West championship, Turner Sports' old traveling
arrangements just won't cut it anymore.
Bring out the mules, sign up
the major and Flint, and get the
wagon train rolling. Everybody
wants on now.
"Since the All-Star break,
we've done some of our best
numbers in years," said Kevin
O'Malley, Turner Sports senior
vice president for programming.
"And, of course, the local ratings have gone through the
roof."
The Braves have become such
a glamorous commodity that
CBS swiped a game against the
Dodgers from TBS on Saturday.
CBS had planned to do a
Chicago White Sox-California
Angels game until a wheel fell
off Chicago's wagon.
"We were going to do the
Saturday game on TBS at 7
o'clock in the evening,"
O'Malley said. "But CBS has
the right under its contract once
each year to change a team's
home game from night to day.
"This is the first time the
Braves have been in a situation
where anybody was interested.
... We weren't surprised."
The Braves and Dodgers have
six games remaining this season,
and TBS will televise the other
five — Friday and Sunday in
Atlanta and Sept. 20-22 in Los
Angeles. The Sunday, Sept. 22,
game originally was not on the
SuperStation schedule because of
network opposition from the
NFL.
"But now we think it might
do fairly well, especially if
things stay as tight as they've
been over the last several
weeks," O'Malley said.
The Braves went into Houston
Monday night a half-game
behind Los Angeles. Atlanta has
not won the NI., West since
1982, and the Braves were
second by three games in 1983.
They finished second again in
1984, but 12 games back, and
since then the Braves have done
no better than fifth.
Over the first half of this
season, TBS' national ratings
were down, reflecting what
O'Malley believes is a glut in
the TV baseball market. But
since the All-Star break, "we've
very much caught up."
O'Malley said several games
have received cable ratings in
the 3-4 range, which would
give the Braves up to 2 million
viewing homes.
"Those are good numbers for
us," O'Malley said. "Any
national cable network that gets
into the 3-4 range is very, very
happy."
That's a full bandwagon, and
it probably will keep getting
fuller until the playoffs. That's
when CBS gets off.
"Network TV is very market
conscious, and I think it's fair
to say the CBS guys are rooting like heck for the Dodgers
to make the postseason,"
O'Malley said.
"When we were at the PGA
golf tournament, we were needling them a little bit. I told
the CBS guys if they're down
here f4ir the playoffs and World
Series, they can use Ted Turner's box and we'll take real
good care of them."
Circle the wagons.
OUT TAKES: CBS' overnight
rating of 7.5 for the U.S. Open
men's singles final Sunday
between Jim Courier and Stefan
Edberg was off 6 percent from
last year's Andre Agassi-Pete
Sampras match. Lose the dumb
baseball cap, Courier.
Friday, and Saturday were
much better days for CBS,
though.
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Actions& Reactions

James Toomey (left) and Chris Erwin (right) recently fired hole-in-ones at Sullivan's
Par-3. Toomey, being congratulated by Jimmy Sullivan, playing on his birthday, aced
No 7 with a seven-iron on only his third time playing golf Erwin, accepting congratu
tenons from Lynn Sullivan, aced the sixth-hole

OVC FOOTBALL
In his first collegiate game, Murray State freshman placekicker Chris Dill was
named OVC Specialist of the Week. Dill, a 1991 Murray High graduate, was 3-tor-3 on
extra point attempts He also made 2-01-3 field goals by putting the ball through the
arches from 23 and 35 yards away and just missing a 35 yarder

YOUTH BASEBALL
The Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association held its Annual General meeting on
Tuesday, Aug. 27, in the Curns Center of Murray State University. Elected as Association officers for the 1991-92 season were Jim Nix, president: Mike Hodge, vice president; David Owen, secretary. Judy Ingersol, treasurer: Mike Sykes, equipment
manager
Elected as league presidents were: Mike Sykes, T-Ball, Jim Baurer, Park League,
Rob Seay. Kentucky League, Jim Nix, Little League, Joe Stonecipher, Pony League.
Joe Gupton, Colt League; Dave Carr, Palomino League, Larry Gieb, Fall Instructional
League.
The office of equipment manager was added to the overall association staff for the
purpose of taking care of the vast amount of baseball property that the association
owns. The association decided to go to the Palomino League formal next year for 17
and 18-year-olds instead of Senior Babe Ruth This move was made necessary by the
lack of Babe Ruth teams in this area.
Mike Clark and Steve Farmer were named co-recipients of the annual Volunteer of
the Year Award Clark and Farmer will be presented appreciation plaques at the next
board meeting

TRIATHLON
Three local runners competed in the 13th Annual Music City Invitational Triathlon
last Sunday. Barry Knight won the 20-24 age group with a time of one hour, 52
minutes and 37 seconds. Adam Lanning placed second in the 60-66 age group with a
lime 2:42.17 And. Carl Mallory took fourth in the 50-59 category with a 239 15

LOCAL GOLF
Terry Turner recorded a hole-in-one at the Oaks 165-yard, par 3 No. 3 on Aug 30
Witnesses of the shot were Purdom Lovett, Tom Maxwell and Bob Cothran

FOOTBALL
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — Joe Montana was told he may need surgery to repair
a torn elbow tendon, but the San Francisco 49ers quarterback said he plans to resume
throwing at the end of next week if pain allows.
Montana, who has quarterbacked tour Super Bowl champions and was named the
league's MVP the last two season, has been on injured reserve since the start of the
season.
EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. (AP) — Minnesota Vikings defensive tackle Keith Millard will
undergo arthroscopic surgery to repair torn cartilage in his right knee.
Millard, placed on injured reserve before the first game of the regular season,
underwent reconstructive surgery on the knee last October and missed the rest of the
season

GOLF
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif (AP) — The Pebble Beach Co. and the California Coastal
Commission disclosed a tentative agreement to let the resort set aside prime tee times
at its public courses for people who buy memberships.
The plan also would prevent the company from further limiting public use without
going through the long process of winning additional amendments to coastal regulations It also requires annual reviews of the resort's membership plan by the county for
the next three years.
Opponents to the membership plan, which was approved by Monterey County
Supervisors, have feared it would establish a precedent to restrict the public's use of
California's coastline

TENNIS

ii

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — A tearful Martina Navratilova testified she didn't read
the property agreement between her and former companion Judy Nelson, who has
sued her for reneging on the pact.
Navratilova. who testified for six hours, and Nelson met face-to-face for the first
time since their breakup during a hearing on whether Nelson's attorney should be disqualified from the palimony case Navratilova's attorney, Mike McCurley, contends that
Nelson's attorney, Jerry Loftin, unjustly benefited from information he received while
he represented Navratilova.
Nelson, 45, sued Navratilova in June, claiming she reneged on the agreement in
which Nelson was to get half of the estimated $5 million to $9 million Navratilova
earned during their seven-year relationship

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency.'

David King

901 Sycamore

Phdadelprva (Greene 9-7) at St Lcuill (Como),
2-2t,1735 on

BASEBALL

Toronto
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Monday's Games
Baltimore 8 Yankees 0
Boston 4 Cleveland 3
Chicago 7. Oakland 1
kannesota 10. Kansas City 4
California 4, Total 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York (Pkink 2-31 at Baltimore (Rhodes 0-21
6 35 p rn
Boston (Clemens 14-13i at Detrat iTanana 11_91,
635 pm
Seattle (Haman 12-13) at Toronto (Stortlernre
13-61, 635 pm.
Cleveland (Jones I-71 at Milwaukee tWegrnan
11-6), 7.05 p.m.
Minnesota (Anderson 4-81 at Kansas City (Gubicza
8-8). 7.35 pm
Chicago (Hough 8-8) at Oakland (Moore 13-si.
906 pm
Texas (Guzman 10-51 al California (K Abbott 0-01.
915 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W I
Pct.
GB
Pittsburgh
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82 55
529 9.4
St Louis
72 64
496 14
68 69
Chicago
474 17
65
72
New YOnl
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65
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W I
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Atlanta
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San 5990
Cincinnati
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San Francisco
63
74
460 141,
Houston
57 8C 4'6 20'4
Monday's Gernee
Pittsburgh 12. Chicago 10
Atlanta!, San Franasco 3
Montreal 4, New Yon' 3
San Diego 3. Houston 0
St Louis 4. Philadelphia 2
Los Angeles 10, Cincinnati 4
Tuesday's Games
Montreal lkliGatriner 8-91 at New•Yont (Schourek

2-31 12 40 pm

Los Angeles itt Martinez 16-91 at Cinanna (Rip
12-4). 635 p rn
San Francisco (Burkett 9-91 at Atlanta )Avery
14-81 640 pm
Pritaburgh iTomkn 8-4) at Chicago (Sutciffe 4-4).
7 05 p in
San Diego (Rasmussen 5-I1) at Houston
IC Gardner 0.01. 735 itirt
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2 0
Main
1
1
500
Nevi England
1
500
NY Jets
I
500
Indianapola
COO
0 2
Ceara
Houston
1 000
2 0
/
Cleveland
1
500
Pritiburgh
1
1
500
Cincinnati
0 2
000
Weet
1
Divvy
1
500
1
1
Kansas City
503
LA Raiders
1
1
500
Seattle
1
1
500
San D,e90
CO3
0 2
NATIONAL CONFER NCE
East
L
Pct.
W
Pboorv
1 000
2 0
Watt' NIon
1 OCO
2 0
Daitas
500
NY Giants
503
1
1
%adapt,.
500
Central
Chicago
2 0
1 000
Canon
1
1
500
1
Minnesota
1
500
Green Bay
0 2
000
Tampa Day
0 2
000
West
New Orleans
1060
2 0
LA Rams
1
1
0
500
San F'anasco
1
1
0
500
Atlanta
0 2 0
000
Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay 20
Clevaand 20, New England 0
Dario 23. Green Bay 14
Wain 17 Indianapolis 6
Los Angeles Flans 19. New Y0* Gams
Minnesota 20 Atlanta 19
New Gleans 17 Kansas City 10
Phoenix 26, PhiladeOtua 10
Burialo 52. Pittsburgh 34
San Francisco 34, San Diego 14
Lc4 Angeles Raiders 16, Denver 13
Seam* 20, New Vont Jets 13
Houston 30. Cincinnati 7
Monday's Game
WalAnclOn 33. Dalin 31
Sunday, Sept 14 Saar" at Detroit noon
New England at Pittsburgh. noon.
law York Giants at Chicago, noon
Philadelphia at Dallas. noon
Phoenix at Washington noon
Tampa Bay at Green Bay, noon

PP
$7
al
16
29
13

PA
65
41
27
33
33

77
34
80
21

24
26
72
75

58
24
33
4-4
34

30
20
60
40
6,7)

PP
50
70
57
29
30

PA
24
31
47
33
29

31
23
26
17
33

26
59
29
43
37

44
33
48
22

34
37
30
34

Crean° 21.

13

San Franosco as kenneeola noon
C.nonnav ai Cleveland noon

Seattle at Deriver 3 pm
Atlanta at San Diego, 3 p in
Buttalo at New York Jets 3 p m
Indianapolis al Los Angeles Raiders 3 p m
Los Anginas Rarrs at haw Orleans. 7 p in
Monday, Sept. 16
Kansas City at Houston. 8 pm

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Life
Health
Annuities

11••••I

Auto

Home
Business
A tradition

in service
since 1981

(502) ---,
I 753-0632 I
Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

MSU adds ...

Read the
want ads daily

POST TIMES FOR
BLUEGRASS DOWNS'

OS

The Insurance Center
of Murray

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Prosecutors expect former heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson to appear in court later this week to answer criminal charges alleging that he raped an 18-year-old Miss Black America
beauty pageant contestant.
A special Marion County grand jury indicted Tyson on Monday on one
count of rape, two counts of criminal deviate conduct and one count of
confinement. The woman alleged that Tyson raped her July 19 in a downtown hotel.
Marion County prosecutor Jeffrey Modisett said Tyson was expected to
return to Indianapolis later this week for a court appearance and to post
bond. An arrest warrant was issued and bond was set at $30,000.
If convicted, Tyson faces a maximum sentence of 63 years in prison.
However, promoters said the indictment won't affect Tyson's Nov. 8 title
fight in Las Vegas against champion Evander Holyfield. But the Nevada
State Athletic Commission said it would meet soon to decide whether to
allow the fight.
Modisett predicted the trial will not begin for at least a couple of
months.
Don King, a fight promoter and Tyson adviser, wasn't available for
comment. However, King spokesman John Solberg released a statement:
"It's unfortunate he was indicted. We're confident when all the facts
are fully developed he'll be found innocent of all charges. Mike will continue to train and prepare to fight Evander Holyfield on Nov. 8."
Solberg said Tyson was in Las Vegas but wouldn't be available for
comment.
"We anticipated that this was going to happen," promoter Dan Duva
said. "It's not a surprise, and the announcement we made on Wednesday
(during a news conference concerning the fight) was with full understanding the likelihood this could occur.
"Tyson has a contractual and constitutional right to fight and we intend
to honor that," Duva said. "Certainly it would-be better if it didn't happen, bute have to deal with it."
Holyfield's manager, Shelly Finkel, asked if the fight was still on, said,
"Yes it is."
Rich Rose, president of sports for Caesars World Inc., said, "We're
going ahead with the fight. It's that simple."
Rival promoter Bob Arum called for the Nevada State Athletic Commission to strip Tyson's boxing license, and cited an obscure passage in
the state regulation allowing such action if a fighter "is arrested or convicted on a charge involving moral turpitude."
"We have certain rules and regulations we have to abide by," commission vice chairman Luther Mack said. -We have to meet as a total commission and take a look at it. We will decide it at that time."
Modisett said the state would attempt to prove that Tyson came to
Indianapolis in mid-July specifically to meet contestants in the pageant.
"At some point, Michael Tyson met the victim and got her to agree to
go out with him. The victim was led to believe her meeting with Tyson
was going to be platonic. When she refused his advances, Tyson forced
non-consensual sexual relations with her," Modisett said.
"The evidence clearly showed it was by force. It was non-consensual
sex against her will," he said.
Tyson, who has denied the accusation, has been guaranteed at last S15
million for the fight and a local attorney for the woman was upset by the
prospect of Tyson making millions of dollars while awaiting trial.
"She's trying to heal herself," David Hennessy said. "She continues
to live with the nightmare while Mike Tyson promotes himself for a
multimillion-dollar payday."
"We're pleased the grand jurors weren't swayed by the prominence of
the defendant," said Edward Gerstein, another attorney for the woman.
"The family is pleased that justice is apparently being done."
Hennessy predicted "Tyson's controllers and hangers-on" will mount a
campaign to attack the girl's credibility.
"I'm satisfied the victim's history can withstand any assault from Mr
Tyson," Hennessy said.
At Hennessy's request, Modisett requested and received a protective
order barring Tyson or his entourage from making direct contact with the
woman or her family. The prosecutor said such an order is routine in sex
crime cases.
Tyson's Washington, D.C. attorney, Vincent J. Fuller, was not available
for comment. However, a spokeswoman read a prepared statement that
said: "We regret that the Marion County, Ind., grand jury has indicted
our client, Michael Tyson. However, we remain confident of his innocence and look forward to his ultimate vindication."
Modisett said the special grand jury of three men-and three women
deliberated slightly less than two hours before returning the indictments.
The panel heard 28 witnesses, including Tyson and his accuser, during the
inquiry that began Aug. 12.
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Tyson indicted on four
counts in Indianapolis

(Coned from page 8)
"We're doing this for several
reasons," Edgar said. "I want to
prepare oqr team for the OVC, and
BASKETBALL
I want our kids to get some national exposure. Missouri is a program
OVERLAND PARK, Kan (AP) — Thirty automatic berths to the NCAA tournament
have been extended to conference champions, meaning there will be no play-in
that speaks for itself. I want our
games to make the 64-team field.
players
to be able to play against
Last season, 33 conferences were eligible for automatic berths necessitating the
NBA players. We want to be able
play-in games between schools from the six conferences ranked lowest by the hICAA's
computer
to tell you recruits that if you come
The East Coast, Metro and American South conferences all lost their automatic bids
to Murray, you'll play against playfor the upcoming tournament, the first two by tailing to meet criteria established by the
ers who are going to be NBA
NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Committee regarding membership and the third by
players."
merging with the Sun Belt Conference. The Great Midwest Conference begins play
this season and is not eligible for an automatic berth
Egdar said the recent recruiting
signees will give him the chance to
use 10 to 12 players in the run-andpress style the new coach has
promised.
"I think on paper, we're a lot
••
•
closer to being able to do that,"
Edgar said. "I think we're going to
like beating the Cowboys.
(Coned from page 8)
be able to substitute the way I like
"It's one of the best days of my to."
1989, his rookie year in the NFL,
life in football," Lotuniller said.
was against the Redskins.
"Doing
it against Dallas is someMark Rypien of Washington and
thing special."
Troy Aikman of Dallas traded
— The game was kind of like
touchdown pass-for-touchdown
going
through a war. It was what I
pass.
call a gut-check game," Rypien
Rypien hit 14 of 26 passes for
203 yards and two touchdowns, said. "A real test for us. And we
passed."
and Aikman hit 27 of 42 passes for
234 yards and three TDs..
Emmitt Smith caught a touchdown pass and ran 75 yards for
another although he was sick
before, during, and after the game.
He had 112 yards rushing for the
second consecutive week.
"I was sick before the game and
after I made the long run," he said.
Simulcasts from Turfway Park were
"I was light-headed and had to get
incorrect in Friday's Murray Ledger &
some fluids into me at halftime. I
think I was too excited about MonTimes.The correct post times for the live
day Night Football. It's all I
thought about all week."
racing from Turfway are6 p.m.WednesEarnest Byner had 101 yards
day through Friday and at 12:30 p.m.on
rushing for the Redskins.
The victory put Washington
Saturdays and Sundays.
(2-0) into a tie with Phoenix in the
NFC East. Dallas dropped to 1-1
after an opening victory over
Cleveland.
Lohmiller said there's no feeling
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SAVE 20%
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In The All New INAPAI 1991
Performance & Specialty Equipment Catalog
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Murray Auto Parts
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

753-4424
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Enter Our Weekly

Hen;
wasi

FOOTB-ALL
CONTES

15 Pieces
$1099

Original Recipee or Extra Tasty
Crispye Chicken Only
Cornbinabon WhitelDark Orders

'
I kFC•

Sunday and Monday, September 15 and 16
30
**New York Jets

KFC

27

**Dallas

753-0123
1-800-489-1414

Tackle a Pizza
at Gatti's!

Ir2 All-You-Can-Eat

:2 All-You-Can-Eat:
s Pizza & SpaGatti i Pizza & SpaGatti 1
S Lunch Buffets
I Dinner Buffets I

I
i
i
o
1

Only

sI

Only

$6991s

Expires
i4. c
o:
in
2 91n
r natifvs. Expires

i
129.91, I
Cleveland

4- The
13

$599

best pizza in town. 7/-eme4r70.1

eod With
ot Lio
0,fi
nterNsp
Any
eo 14:0

17

**Cleveland

13

Philadelphia

**Green Bay

20

Tampa Bay

17

28

Seattle

20

Teams split two dose ones In '90, Broncos edging Seahanits in wild one at home 34-31. Dave Treadweffs FG finely winning It in OT .. Seattle won second meeting, 17-12.

.**L A. Raiders

1

23

Indianapolis

We Specialize in:

14

'Two NFL -movers, originally Oakland and Baltimore, meet for just 3rd time since franchises switched .. each bas won once since '77 .. Colts last won AFC East title in '87.

Miami

31

**Dotroft

13

Schedules haven't matched these two teams in 5 years .. Doiphins Wed brief 3-game series. 2-1, Lions winning last meeting 31-21 .. Detroit last appeared in playoffs in '83.

New York Giants

17

**Chicago

13

These old-time rivals (teams split 2-game series in 19251) met in playoffs Last year .. OB Jay Hostetler completed 10 of 17 passes, 2 for 70s, leading Giants to 31-3 victory.

San Francisco

17

**Minnesota

16

Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes

In season finals last December. 49ers stunned Vices 20-17, S.F OB Steve Young throwing 34-yard TD pass to John Taylor in last 29 seconds.. 19th strataht road win for 49ers.

**New Orleans

23

LA. Rams

.

FREE Car Wash
With Fill-up

13

Saints took two from Rams in '90, rallying from 20-10 deficit in 4th quarter to win first meeting 24-20 .. in Monday niter, Saints won 20-17 with FG in final two seconds.

**Pittsburgh

24

New England

10

Steeier 24-3 win over Pats last tel gave Pitt coach Chuck Noll his 200th career victory, joining only four other coaches to win 200 .. win gave Stealers 7-3 series lead.

**San Diego

20

14

Atlanta

Falcons, chargers have met just three times in 18 years, S.D. winning dNensIve battle in most recent game in '80. 10-7 _Charger detenasi held Falcons to-57 yards rushing.

2. Buffalo vs. New York Jets

**Washington_

33

.

Phoenix

Mechanic on Duty

20

Redskins' treatment of Cards unkind to say the least, Winning 12 of last 13 meetings .. scares were 31-0, 38-10 last fall, Skint*Bs Mark Rypien, Stan Hurnphries ripping Cards.

Since 1928

(Monlay) **Houston

E RCLJ R Y

35

Kansas City

24

Oiler OB Warren Moon put on one-man offensive show vs. Chiefs in '83. completing 27 of 45 passes for 527 yards, 2nd highest in NFL history, 3 TDs,leading Houston to 27-10 win.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN

Sat., Sept. 14 - Major Colleges -

Tom Shown

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

Div. 1-A

Air Force
27 'Utah
• Arizona
24
Stanford
Arizona State
23 • Oklahoma State
• Army
27
Colgate
• Aubum
23
Mississippi
• Boise State
27
Long Beach State
• California
27
Purdue
• Colorado
28
Baylor
• Duke
28
Rutgers
• East Carolina
24
Memphis State
Florida
24
Alabama
• Florida State
49
Western Michigan
Georgia Tech
34 • Boston College
• Hawaii
34
New Mexico
Illinois
26 • Missouri
Iowa
31 'Iowa State
• Kansas State •
27
Idaho State
• Miami, FL (Sept2-12) 33
-Houston
• Miami, OH
23
Eastern Michigan
• Michigan
27
Notre Dame
• Michigan State
35
Central Michigan
• Minnesota
24
San Jose State
• Mississippi State
24
Tulane
• Nebraska
30
Colorado State
• North Carolina
38
Cincinnati
* North Carolina State 40
Kent State
• Northern Illinois
23
Arkansas State
• Ohio State
26
Louisville
• Ohio U.
26
Tennessee Tech
• Oklahoma
42
North Texas
Oregon
27
Texas Tech
Oregon State
27
Nevada-Las Vegas
Penn State
30 -• Southern California
• Pittsburgh
27
Temple
Rice
30 • Northwestern
• San Diego State
40
Pacific
South Carolina
28 • West Virginia
Syracuse
20 • Maryland
• T.C.U.
24
Ball State
• Tennessee
31
U.C.L.A.
• Texas A & M
28
L.S.U.
Texas-El Paso
34 • New Mexico State
Tulsa
22
Kansas
Vanderbilt
24.
S.M.U.
Major Colleges. Div. 1-AA

25 Winner of Last Week's
Football Contest

502-753-5273

1404 Sycamore St. Murray
it Congratulations Tom!

That's State Farm
insurance."
State Farm Insigance Companies
Home Ottices -Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

'753-6656

Chestnut St.

Two of the tow 6-10-ers in NFC Centralism lag traded victories.. TB won 26-14. Bucs intercepting Pack &Urns .. in 20-10.win. OB Anthony Dekvig led GB with two TD passes.

The '92's Are In
Stop By Today
for a Test Drive!

759-9888

5. Florida vs. Alabama

sounD visions
753-8324

HI

10

Cowboys looking for upset after losing 7 in a row to Eagles .. in Dallas lain yew. Phil. rallied in 4th quarter to win 21-20 win., at home. Eagle defense locked out Cowboys 17-3.

Customer Satisfaction
Is Our Main,Goal

(
)
,
11 PIONICE12.

Main St.

Bengal. swept Browns in '89 and '90, winning Cleveland last tall 34-13,00 Boomer Esisson completing two TO peas.... In season finale, Cincy won 21-14 on 4th quarter TO.

**Denver

Behind Cain's 641 N.

516

Bills locking for 8th straight over Jets. including 30-7, 30-27 wins In '93 .. Buffalo scored TO in anal 19 seconds in 2nd game .. Jets won 7 straight from Bills. 84 to '87.

Cincinnati

' 1. Michigan vs. Notre Dame
205 N. 12th St. Murray

1.,i1,1••••1

Crhes

OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST
Buffalo

701 Main. St.

jwin
r

I

Coupon expires Jan. 7, 1992 I

FORD

7. Murray State vs. Western

To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad will have the opposing teams
listed, choose the winner and fill it in next to the corresponding number on your official entry form
below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25 and will be announced on next
eek's Page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who guesses the total game scores or is
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is limited to one entry per person.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger & Times are ineligible.

[Football Feast
Only

MARTIN,
government

FONICS

V TO
FUETR011

Eastern Kentucky
'Western Kentucky

35
24

24
23
20
14
21
13
10
14
20
21
17
6
10
7
13
13
8
27
10
24
10
22
14
13
7
10
13
14
21
7
20
17
21
15
20
7
17
17
10
20
15
13
20
20

• SE Missouri
Murray State

7
7

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -

All Woofers
4. Dallas vs. Philadelphia

SPACE TIRE,

ine

'Murray's Only

Firestone® Dealer"!
1406 W Main St.

759-1331

Houston vs. Kansas City

My Pick

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MURRAY
BP
South 12th Street
753-9164
13. Texas A & M vs. LSU

IMen's Weyer & Tuxedos

Jr.

Kesle Apparel

Olympic Plaza

753-1300

Let us help you with
all your formal wear
We can save you money on
your wedding.
Call about our Wedding Specials.
Tuxedo Rentals begin at $29.99
Wedding Gowns, Bridesmaids Dress, Accessories

12. San Diego vs. Atlanta

CUNNINGHAM
Auto Repair & Motor Sales, Inc.
Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and pow
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.
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Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
619 S. 4th 753-7831 Murray

Tie Breaker: Pick the exact total score of
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Address
Phone

M-F 8-5
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11. Tennessee vs. UCLA

Points

ADVANTAGE:

9
10.
11.
12
13.
14
15

Cain's

North deal,
Fast-West

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

All Entries Should Be Mailed or Dropped Off At:
(502)753-6448

Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1040-T 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky 42071
The

Entries Must Be Postmarked by Friday, Sept. 13 or in our office by 5 p.m. Fri. Sept. 13

WEST
+I 7 2
Q .1 7 4 3
•4 3 2
+72

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGEJEEP•EAGLE

Paducah-Mayfield-S. Fulton-Murray
3. Auburn vs. -Mississippi

6. Denver vs. Seattle

Preferred drivers deserve preferred rate's. Check out our MEDALIST AUTO POLICY

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
211 S. 12th St.

IJI

3

753-3415

State Auto
Companiesinsurance

10. New Orleans vs. L.A. Rams

CLASSIC PIZZA
Pizza & Subs
Buy Any Medium or Large
Pizza and get a Second
One FREE!

759-1551
Central Center (Next to Big13)
Hours M.-Th. lla.m.-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. lla.m.-La.m.
15. Houston vs. Kansas City

Please
Sponsor
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These Pages.

-Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

1991 Cadillac Brougham

27,893
Was 34,734

8. New York Giants vs. Chicago

If you are
interested in
sponsoring the
Bob Harmon Football
Contest, contact
the Advertising
Department at
the Murray Ledger
& Times at 753-1916.
9. Ohio state vs. Louisville
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Henley to speak on solid
waste, recycling at UTM

020

020

all props and instruments used for
their act (except piano).
The county Farm Bureau will
award a $25 check to the county
boy or girl winner.
For more information and for
application forms, call Martha
Broach at the Farm Bureau office
753-4703 or Crystal Parks
753-4645.
The County Contest will be held
on Oct. 8 at 7 p.m. in the Calloway
County High School cafeteria. This
is in conjuction with the Farm
Bureau's annual meeting. Refreshments will be served and all Calloway Farm Bureau members are
invited to attend.

W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer,
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY.
(502) 492-8796/8795. We
appraise and sell it all.

Went
To Buy

Storage Buildings
8x8 $600. 8x12 $750. 8)(16
$900 Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a caii & our
competition will fall

CUSTOM printed pens &
pencils at Faye's Custom
Embroidery & Screenprinting, next to Wal-Mart.
753-7743.
MAILERS Needed. Earn
$500-$1000 weekly. No experience! Send long
S A.S.E. to; Midway Package, P.O. Box 21279, Detroit, MI 48221

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and "nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991.
For more information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
7534199

Run a
yard sale
ad in the
classifieds.
Call

Musical

LOST Dog Male Sheltie, EMPLOYMENT SPECIAL- USED Rocking horse on SOUND 'MASTER'REsable and white Vicinity of IST. Full-time position in springs 437-4092
CORDING 16-Tracks, alMurray High 753-9741
Personnel Services at Murbums, demos, sound
WANTED
20
or
more
acres
ray State University to betracks, jingles Benton. KY
Murray
west
of
with
building
gin as soon as possible
5270453
Qualifications Bachelor's site or good house
TRUMPET 753-7292
degree in relevant field re- 435-4013
quired; Master's degree in
150
240
field related to personnel

L.E. Williams
489-2663
AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,.
spaghetti. Across from ATTENTION Excellent inHitching Post. Dine in Of come for home assembly
carry out. Open all year at work. INFO 504-646-1700.
5pm. Closed Mon 'and DEPT P2021
Tues. 474-8119.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if:'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J T P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m -11 :30a.m.
DO you want to work a few
hours each week and make
$100 or more?? Pick your
own time, 9am-1pm or
5pm-9pm. If this is you, and
you have a pleasant personality. and want to work
in my office with other
pleasant personalities, call
me at 753-4242 for more
information. EOE,

'our 29th year of service'

DISHWASHER and Cook
needed daytime. Apply in
person, Homeplace Family
Restaurant, Hwy 121 N.
Murray.

Need
Extra
Cash?

2261

IA0

Wolk*

MARTIN,Tenn.-Local and state
AS SEEN ON T V
government leaders are grappling
LEARN
TO DRIVE
with the issues of solid waste manageTRACTOR-TRAILERS
ment and recycling, but hear many
NO EXPERIENCE
conflicting ideas. An expert in solid
NEEDED
waste management who has looked
into the problem as scientist, politi;. Ian and businessman will present his
ideas at 7:30 p.m, Sept. 10, at the
University of Tennessee at Martin.
Dr. Melvin B. Henley, now chairman of the department ofchemistry at
Murray State University and a former
1-800-334-1203
mayor of Murray, will speak about
"Solid Waste and Recycling: Myths
1-WAY, Delta Airline ticket
and Realities."
for September 30 from
The speech is being jointly sponNashville to Portland, Oresored by UTM's Student Affiliates of
gon. Anyone interested call
the American Chemical Society and
436-5554.
Project Recycle. Several members of
DR. MELVIN B. HENLEY
the UTM SAACS chapter are also
members of Project Recycle, and the
On the business side, Henley holds
SAACS faculty adviser, Dr. S.K.
Airee, said the group wanted to focus -a master of business administration
degree in finance and is familiar with
on this environmental issue.
Henley brings several perspectives the costs of handling solid waste that
to the issues of solid waste and businessmen are now facing. Earlier
recycling since he has dealt with the this year he presented a paper at the
subject from standpoints of teaching, North American Waste Exchange
Conference on Industrial Recycling in
politics and business.
Could it be that
From an academic standpoint,Hen- Spokane, Wash.
this cute little
adviser,
Airee,
the
SAACS
said
chemistry
and
doctorate
in
ley has a
turkey has just
has presented several papers and mayors and county executives are
50?
turned
written several publications dealing urged to attend this presentation since
Happy
with solid waste. Some of the papers they will be able to use the informaBirthday Junior!
focused on local government perspec- tion that will be presented. Just this
tive on solid waste regulations and year, the Tennessee state legislature A-1 UNSECURED Umms
proposed changes to solid waste laws. and Gov. Ned McWherter worked on Debt-Consolidation
On the political side, he served as a new program to deal with solid $ 2 5 0 0 - $ 1 5 , 0 0 0 .
1-800-743-4008. 9am-7pm
major of Murray from 1978-82, and waste.
EST, Sat. 9-4. Code
The event is free and open to the #M-502.
this year he submitted two landfill
analysis reports to county judges, public. Henley will speak at 7:30 p.m.
PERENNIAL Gardner
executives and mayors in both the on Sept. 10 in room 230 of the seeks
others to trade
Purchase and Pennyrile regions in University Center on the UTM cam- plants. Call Lisa 498-8988.
pus.
Kentucky.
FARRIS Auction Company.

The Calloway County Farm
Bureau is now accepting applications for an Outstanding Youth
Contest and a variety show. A
scholarship program will also be
held in early spring.
These are special activities
designed to promote youth involvement in county Farm Bureau activities and to recognize their leadership, achievements and awards in
their homes, schools and
communities.
A contestant must be a member
of a Farm Bureau and must enter
the constest in the county where
the membership is paid. A contestant must be' 15 years old, but not
have reached 19 years old by Dec.
12, 1991 for the Oustanding Youth
Contest.
The contestant entering the variety show must be six years old, but
not have reached 19 years old by
Dec. 12, 1991. At least 50 percent
of the members of any group entering the contest must be a Farm
Bureau member in the same county. Acts will be judged as follows:
entertainment, 50 percent; presentation, 30 percent; and performance, 20 percent.
Variety acts will be limited to
five minutes. The contestant or
Contestants will be responsible for
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Applications being accepted
for Farm Bureau Youth Contest
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DRY Clean your carpets.
Rent the fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System. Call
to reserve a Host machine
at Black's Decorating Center, 753-0839. 701 S. 41h,
Murray.

services preferred Previous administrative/
supervisory experience required. Education and/or
experience in personnel
administration, wage and
salary, position classification, recruitment, interviewing, and staff training is
highly desirable. Required
skills include demonstrated
skill in oral and written communication, knowledge of
PC-based management
techniques, ability to establish and maintain effective
working relationships with
associates, administrative
officials, and others concerned with personnel matters and administration
Good interpersonal skills
and strong organizational
skills are required. Must
have ability to develop and
implement i training programs for staff. Duties and
responsibilities: works with
administering the wage and
salary plan for all nonexempt employees, recruits, interviews, tests,
and refers non-exempt
applicants for position
openings; processes unemployment insurance
claims; maintains performance evaluation system;
completes wage surveys.
develops and implements
staff training programs; interprets and applies federal
and state wage and hour
laws; and assists in wage
reviews and grievance and
termination procedures.
Salary will be commensurate with experience and
qualifications. Screening of
applications will begin immediately and continue until position is filled. Those
interested should send a
letter of application, resume, and the names of
three references to: Employment Specialist
Search, Office of Personnel
Services, Murray State University, Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 42071 EOE,
MFVH

AnIcies
For Sale

20 USED Portable and
Console color TV's Most
are Zenith and range from
$75-$125 753-2900 or
after 5, 489-2870
COUNTRY Eggs for sale
435-4542
FOR Sale 15 2 cu h chest
freezer, $150 1 set sliding
glass doors for tub $50
753-2155
HORSE or Cow hay
489-2355
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
SPA 70x64 Hutch Rebel
wood stove 436-2667 after
3pm
155

Appilanoss
DORM Size refrigerator,
used one semester $75.
753-4875.
HEAVY Duty Whirlpool
dryer, $100. 753-4074.

Miscsuan•ous
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U.S.
blocks and plate blocks.
Excellent U.S. and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies. If we don't have it,
we'll order it. We buy coins
and stamps and appraise
estaies. Visit us at Book
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray), Treasure
House (Southside Manor,
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora). 753-4161.
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver. 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
vating Inc
USED Pella windows and
sliding doors for sale
Needs some repair
436-2484

HOTPOINT Washer and
Dryer. 7 years old. Good
condition. $300. 492-8899.
REFRIGERATOR, hospital
bed, walker. 759-4490.

CHAIR caning repair.
Evenings, 328-8687.

LARGE maple dining table
$100. Antique tapestry
chair $200. Wood high
back chair, $75. Portable
19' color TV, $25. TV
stand, $10. 759-1322.
SEPTEMBER Sale. All tivingroom, bedroom, diningroom, bedding and recliners are greatly reduced
through September Carraway Furniture, 105 N 3rd.
753-1502.

PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102,
Murray, 753-2641.
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x70, 2BR, '53-7573
1988 14x80 CLAYTON 3br,
2 bath Sits on 80x 180 lot 3
miles east of murray Real
nice
753-0218 or
753-5592
1989 14x80 BUCCA
NEER 3br, 2 bath H-14
Coach Estates $15,000
7 5 3 - 38 5 5
3r
407-253-1813

BE On T.V. many needed
TWO 10x55, $650/eacn or
165
for commercials. Now hir$1200 for both 759-1927
ing all ages. For casting
Antiques
(Doors open at 6,001
information -call (615)
ANTIQUE
Dining Room
779-7111 Ext. T-428.
Knights of Columbus Hall
set. Table, 6 chairs, china
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
BE on TV Many needed for cabinet and glass top bufsouth to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Has Road 24- mile
commercials. Now hiring all fet. Excellent condition.
ages. For casting info call $1500. One Antique clawALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
(615)779-7111 Ext. T-428 footed sofa. Like new up- SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Murray
753 0466 PD Box 1033
electric or gas Walking disCABLE TV Jobs. No exper- holstery, stuffed in feath- tance to college 753-5209
ience necessary. ers $1500 firm Call
$11.50/hr. For information. 901-593-3493, ask for
300
call 1-900-737-6262, ex- Rachel.
Business
tension 3482. Sam-9pm, 7 McCLELLAN Saddle for
Rentals
days. $12.95 fee.
display only. Has military
4
CAR
shop
with office Call
WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER IL 1991
CONTEMPO Fashion markings. 436-2556.
753-4509
Jewelry home shows
(For yourdysonalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own Dream job for homemakCOMMERCIAL property
cents
for rent. Approximately
date of birth.call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
ers. Extra income for
2000 sq.ft. Good location
Christmas. Call Cathy
a minute.)
753-6069, leave message
VIRGO( Aug.23-Sept. 22 Take 502-527-3893
1977 GMC 2-ton, 10ft
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
gravel
dump
Also,
1978
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: no one into your vonfidence lest a GET HIRED the easy way!
1800 Sq. Ft.
Think for yourself more. A different secret be di‘ ulged. The success of Learn how to get employers 580C Case loader.
Warehouse
753-4545,
759-1823,
depends
on
job or residence will improve your your long-range plans
to call you and give you the
workshop with
state of mind. Money comes from an total discretion. ,Thoughts of pros- job you want. Results Guar- 753-6763
loading dock & electranteed.
Free
Recorded
Inspirits.
buoy
your
December.
Be
perity
wiexpected source in
1982 MODEL 282 Massey
icity. Call
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Think formation. 313-769-9848, Ferguson Low hours, exon the lookout for a once-in-a-lifeAllison Photography
cellent condition 753-5463
753-8809
time opportunity in early 1992. Your positive when climbing the ladder of Dept. 3C.
success. You can learn from another's HAIRDRESSER Needed or 753-0144
determined attitude makes you
winner! Give family members more mistakes. A financial burden is sud- 753-2709
JOHN Deere 8300 wheat
120
drill, double disc, 21 hole.
of your time and attention next spring. -denly lifted. Keep some cash in reApartments
RESTAURANT
help
A loved one may need your help but serve. Your sense of humor wins needed. Must be 21 Apply $2000. 435-4130.
For Rent
cooperation.
be 496-ashamed to ask. -- in person at Big Apple Cafe.
1BR furnished, paid utiliSCORPIO (Oct. 23-No'.. 211: Puryear,
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
TN
ties, deposit and lease reTHIS DATE: director Brian Your creative juices start flow ing 901-247-5798
quired. Now available. MidDePalma, coaches Bear Bryant and w hen you get together YY ith positi‘e
town location. 436-2755
Share
your
friends.
91
Ping
Eye
2
iron
good
1
SET
of
Falana.
people
and
Tom Landry. singer Lola
090
3-PW. 753-8823 after 5pm
Situation
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: ideas Vs ith members of another genWest instead led his partner's bid suit,
North dealer,
RENTED t.
Wants*
spades,declarer would have had clear Trust your instincts and you willrnake eration and everyone will profit.
East-West vulnerable.
ONE year _old men's Pro
SAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec. WANTED Alterations to do Line golf clubs. Sand 2BR duplex in nice, private
sailing via a straight crossruff, losing the right choices. Your efforts to help
NORTH
a loyal aide will he rewarded many 21): A member of the opposite sex in my home. experienced wedge through 3 iron. Call area, reasonable utilities.
two club tricks at the end.
* A 96 3
As it was,the opening diamond lead times over. A family member's good may try to deceive you. Lay your alteration lady' new to the anytime and leave mes- Gas heat. 759-1087 after
V8
sage. 753-5904.
5pm.
cards on the table. Wise spending area. 753-1379.
made it impossible for South to ruff news cheers you up.
•K 6
"bargains
face
of
prevail
in
the
habits
201:
Add
April
20-Ma
TAURUS(
PSE
Fire
Flite,
28-32
draw
ALMOST new 2br luxury,
HOME Health Care for sick.
two hearts in dummy, and he had to
•K 10 96 5 3
something special to your plans tor you do not really need. Romance elderly DOTE/WIC work in- Length over draw. Arrows energy efficient, duplex
tricks.
11
route
to
alternative
an
seek
EAST
WEST
intensifies.
apartment in Westwood.
today and your mate will he '.er
cluded, car transportation extra. 435-4250.
So he won the first diamond in his
* K 10 8 5 4
•J 7 2
Appliances furnished.
CAPRICORN(Dee. 22-Jan. 191: Call 753-4590
chat y1/4 oh a
Have
a
pri‘
ate
happy.
REMINGTON
1100
3*
of
the
jack
immediately
led
W 96 2
hand and
W QJ 7 4 3
Mutual undertakings bring great OFFICE and Residential magnum shotgun 870 Re- Lease and deposit rebeloYed friend or child. A family
clubs, losing the finesse to East's reunion is a smashing success!
•8 5
•4 3 2
pleasure and success today . Yaw cleaning References mington 3" magnum shot- quired No pets. 753-7185
for appointment.
queen.
•AQ8
+72
cannot
.ifford to procrastinat.e w hen 759-1634
gun 753-9274
GEMINI (Ma\ 21 -June
East realized that if he returned a out*,may deY clop about someone's making a major personal decision.
SOUTH
EXTRA Nice 2Br duplex
second diamond, he could prevent ehavior. Trust our intuition. lloy e syy iftly to salvage a deteriorat- NEED Roommate to share
210
•Q
Carpet skylights, fireplace
new 2br. 2 bath mobile
and garage $475,mo
declarer from ruffing any hearts in Reachiw. a decision may not he as ing relationship.
W AK 105
home. Fully furnished. in753-5870
Firewood
dummy, but he was far more con- easy as it seems. Be supportive ot
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):. cluding washer and dryer
• AQJ 1097
postpone
major
imminent
makint
,
i
(
cerned with an even more
partner's special project.
•.1 4
DON'T wait until winter to SMALL 1W (r, lakefront
$150imo and hail of ex
\lore inforillation \Ain ghe penses Non-smoker pre get wood We will cut and/ house, Panorama Shores
CANCER (June 21 -July 22
threat - dummy's clubs. If declarer
the bidding:
or split your wood for you 1 Year lease, references,
West established that suit while the ace of What you feel in y OM heart is w hat ‘oll a new slant on the whole situa- (erred 753-2423
South
East
North
deposit required No pets
now Ask for John
go
tion.
Family
members
are
more
people
you
should
do.
Let
other
an
dummy
as
spades remained in
Pass
2•
is
1+
WILL Babysit in my home 759-9710
436-2484
c
than
in
past.
Let
the recent
experienced 759 4490
entry, he could later discard his losing their way .YY hi le you go yours. Put a stippi.'rtis
Pass
3
Pass
A FIREWOOD for sale TAKING applications for
painful romance behind yiiuonce and n‘gone, he bygones:
hearts on the good clubs.
Pass
4 NT
Pass
4•
section- 8 rent subsidized
437-4667
PISCES (Feb. 19-llarch 2(ft
ian
for
all.
on
dissights
set
his
therefore
East
5•
apartments. 1,2 & 3 bedYour
by
ally
to
someone
YY
ill
he
Want
221:
Share
tJul‘
23
-Aug.
1.F.0
GET good, green firewood rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
lodging dummy's ace of spades
Opening lead - two of diamonds.
To
Buy
may
orkers
sorely
tested
today.
Cow
trusted friend.
now, and have it ready for' Hardin, Ky or call
before declarer could draw trumps your concerns w ith a
you in a poster pla
Getting some fresh air still help you
winter James Sills 502-437-4113 EHO
to
his
oh
e
Murray
38R
house
in
2
or
sure
make
And
to
clubs.
establish
and
Pairs
the
IMP
occurred
in
This deal
Important des elopments in friend- $20.000-$30.000 • price 753-4120.
think more clearly . Financial pres
at the 1990 Summer North American that nothing went awry, East returned sures subside.thanks to the generosity ship or romance giy e you second range No Realtors please
Championships. It features picture- the spade king!
759 9439 after 5pm
of your partner. Slum your gratitude. thoughts. Follow your heart.
This proved to be just what the
perfe:t defense by East-West, who
Musical
IODAN 'ti CHILDREN are pracn,al. serY ice-oriented and eager to ANTIQUES by the piece or
collaborated to defeat a seemingly un- doctor ordered. No matter what
collections Call 753 9433
2BR house w/car
point
on,
he
please
those they lose. Count on them to he protective of their younger
this
did
from
declarer
assailable five diamond contract.
410' BROWN Mahogany vate are
5pm
after
North-South would have been could not avoid losing two more siblings. Although these y i.iiingsters are cry bright, their grades may not
Schaeffer grand piano
reieticct their high intelligence. These S iigos tend not tOkomplete the home- CASH for mobile home 753-4695
much better off in three notrump, tricks, and he finished down one.
00 I m o
We
will
$7-$12
each
tires
sclt discipline at an e,iilv ac
Note that if East had returned any stork assignments they find boring l
where nine top tricks were available,
CONN Alto Saxophone
remove Will also buy ax
still. miter life long benefits!
les 527-2932
Excellent condition
Or- 903 OLIVE, 2-3Br new apbut they reached the diamond game as card other than the king of spades at
iginal price 762-4604
schuts:
estchla\. roshis anil 1 ,,ics
shown. West got the defense off to a trick three, South would have had no
, phances $385imo in MurUSED and antique turni
sS \ plus Si
• l'Iot
II
.11,,k.ps I n 11,..T
1 ,osl low l't,t,s to I
ray 618-457-8511 or
good start by leading a trump. Had trouble making his contract.
quilts.
tools.
glass,
DRUMS
Tom
bass,
snare
lure,
tsi
t
its
64141 \lake
I'll ii.. 1 ,1
pasn,hls
\ ndri s i,I \I,\
1)
•
618-529-1077,
753.564
Tomorrow: Imagination.
901-642
6290
SI, \I,
sss

Every.Tuesday Night at 7:00

7 •1

Horoscopes

ALL IdAYS

BEFORE SING

StOtegt Or

Contract Bridge

Perfect Defense

f

I

111,
Lt.11ed •01
,
6,11 th...111.

• tN.,I

\
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CLASSIFIEDS
len

490
Pets
4 Supplies

RELAXING Atmosphere
large deck, near the lake
3Br, 2 bath Central heat
and wood stove $285/mo
First and last months rent
and
references
502-458-5948 leave
message
SMALL house 7 mi east of
Murray. Call Unzy Beane
residence, 436-2582
370
Livestock
& Supplies
HUDSON Company Sad
dies, Bridles & Horse sup
plies. 759-1823 o
753-4545
SEVERAL nice horses
Four-horse gooseneck
trailer. 1985 M-Supreme
Big horn roper, original
492-8572 nights.

1yr old female AKC registered Boxer 759-9768
AKC Golden Retriever puppies 12 wks , shots.
$ 1 50
wormed
901-644-1850
AKC puppies Various
breeds 615-746-5355

AKC Reg Basset Hound
pups 7 wks $100 AKC
Reg Dachshund male, 3
years $75 AKC Reg
Cocker Spaniels 2 fe
males, 4yr and 4mos
$50/ea 489-2476

APPLES for freezing. dry
ing and applesauce Also
Damsons and apple cider
McKenzie Orchard
753-4725
d10

Public
Sale

AKC registered puppies •
Dalmation, Poodles Da
chund 901-352-2416
AKC/SV German Shepard
pups From German im
ported Schupzhund II) parents
$ 40 01 e a
502-554-5743
AMERICAN Eskimo puppies 6 wks 753-4270
DAISY Grooming MondaySaturday, by appointment
753-7819
DOBERMAN Puppies,
AKC Registered Atfectionate, excellent temperment
and pedigree 753-0324

22 Family
Yard Sale
Tues. & Wed.
Sept. 10th & 11th
7 til
From Mayfield take Hwy.
80 East 2 miles turn left at
Hwy. 131, 5 miles.
Tools, old bateball cards,
dolls, ansques, furniture,
Kenmore washer & dryer,
toys, glassware, children &
adult clothes, lots of rnisc
run

HALF Chow and half Lab
$50/ea Halt Pekinese and
half Terrier $50/ea
474-8057

Real
Estate

37_3 SURVEYED acres
Hwy 1836 North. Make ofHAVE an obedient, safe fer. 365-0145 after 6pm
dog for show or home
Glasses or private lessons BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Serving Murray for over Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
12yrs 436-2858
Of 489-2266PEG'S Grooming
FOR Sale or Lease. 38r
753-2915
condominium. Wheel-chair
accessible. 753-3293

E.S.P. Psychic*
-A Reader -and Advisor
Palm and Tarot Card *
* readings by Mrs. Jordon

KOPPERUb REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.

Help and advice in all problems of life.
Tells past, present, future. *
*

-‘‘ 901-644-2600. A *
Located on Hwy. 79, Paris, TN.*

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City
<de
‘zslycn
• ZIC$
0
5"
Please apply at

WOODED lots in Lyn
nwood Heights Subdivi
sion 3.3 miles west of Mtn
ray. Hard surfaced roads
city water, natural gas, ca
blevision, reasonably re
stricted for cottage only.
753-5841 or 753-1566

2BR 1 bath Good condi
bon 3 mlles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
753-5484
3BR, 2 bath Approx 1500
sq ft 5 minutes from Murray Hwy 121 South. Low
40's 753-9376 after 6pm
3BR. 2 bath. Central HIA
Near Murray High
$73,000 753-5644

Miierray Ledger & Times

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits, For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

HELP WANTED
PUttLIC HEALTH SOCIAL WORKER
Be a member of a new team in public
health social services in Western Kentucky!
The Purchase District Health Department
is seeking social workers for its Western
Kentucky service area. Routine duties will
include home and .office assessments, case
management, making referrals and assisting clients with sociarand environmental
problems. The challenges and rewards of
helping people in need are unlimited. Attractive work hours and fringe benefits.
Automobile is required, with frequent local
travel and occasional overnight trips, with
expenses reimbursed.
Possible classifications include Social
Workers I-III, with minimum salary range
of $8.21 to 9.50/hr., ($615.75-$712.50 biweekly), depending on education and experience. Minimum of 109i- increase by the
end of the first year. Written examination is
required for some classifications. All classifications require a bachelors degree with 30
semester hours in social work, sociology or
psychology. Applications may be secured at
PDHD Administrative Offices, 916 KY.
Ave., in Paducah, or 320 N. 7th Street in
Mayfield, or area Health .Centers. Call (502
444-9625 for, additional information.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

520
Used
Cars

3BR, LVRM, Kit, DINRM.
UTILRM, Lots of cabinets
and closets. Approximately
1900 sq.11. living area and
full BSMT + GAR. 100x295
lot. Call 753-9376 after
6pm.

1976 EL CAMINO Red,
Ws, pt air and tilt All
original 753-2848 after
6pm
1978 MERCURY Grand
Marquis Excellent condition All power $850
474-0115
1984 FIERO clean A1C
sunroof $1500 474-0115

560

510

Boats
8 Motors
14FT Polarcraft Jon boat
w/20HP Mercury motor.
Excellent condition.
753-7252 after 5pm.
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition. $1000. Call James at
435-4425.

Services
Offersd

. Services
Offered
CHEM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service.Call Gary at
759-4754

24FT CREST II Pontoon
1985 BUICK Century LTD. Boat. 75HP Johnson. New DAVIDSON Roofing. New
roofs and repairs. Tear offs
grey, good condition
top, floor and carpet, excel$2800 753-2494 after lent condition $4000 and re-roofs. Written guarantee. Local references
5 30pm
753-8609
753-5812.
1986 FORD Tempo GL
2 MAN Water Scamp with
69xxx
ac2-door, 5-speed,
trolling motor and other ac- GENERAL Repair: plumbtual miles. black, -real cessories.$400 759_ 1322. ing, roofing, tree work.
sharp 436-2243 after 5pm
436-2642.
75HP EVINRUDE- outboard motor. Excellent GUTTERING By Sears.
CAR Stereo Installation
Sears residential and comCondition_ $700. Call mercial continuous gutters
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
James at 435-4425.
installed for your specificaMusic Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland LATE model Skeeter Fish & tions. Call Sears 753-2310
Center, 1 block from MSC Ski. 16ft, 75HP trolling, live for free estimate.
dorms.
well. Used less than 25
GERALD Walters. 20% dishours. See at Joe Smith
count vinyl siding. 10% off
Carpet,
641
N.
753-6660
1987 FORD Tempo Blue
roofing. Painting, all kinds
4-door, 30+mpg 54xxx TWO man Waterscamp remodeling. Free estimiles, good condition with trolling motor & other mates. Local references.
$4500 489-2529
accessories $400. 489-2267.
759-1322.
1988 BERETTA White
HADAWAY Construction
one-owner Excellent conHome remodeling, paintdition 502-354-8740 after
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
Sem
liter covering. -No job too
Services
small. 436-2052.
1989 CHEVROLET CorOffered
sica Automatic, AC, AM'
HANDYMAN will do plumbFM, 44,xxx miles, excellent Al TREE Service. Stump ing, electric and carpentry.
condition $6500 negoti- removal and spraying. Free Reasonable rates.
able 437-3065
estimates. 753-0906 after 753-9838.
ALPINE AM/FM Com- 5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495. HAULING, yard work, tree
pact Disc in-dash $399.99. ABLE services. Roofing, removal, mowing. Free esSunset Boulevard Music, fencing, painting, plumb- timates. 759-1683.
15yr. Anniversary Spe- ing, electrical, hauling, tree
cial. Sunset Boulevard work, landscaping. All ar- INSULATION Blown In By
Music. Dixieland Shop- ound handy-man. Free es- Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
ping Center, Chestnut St. timates. 436-2868.
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-0113,
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- 753-2310 for free estimate
BLUE 1988 Mazda MX-6 try, remodeling, porches,
KITCHEN CABINET RE
Loaded 753-9778
roofing, concrete, driveCO VERY existing doors &
ways, painting, mainte- frames with woodgrain forLIKE New. 1981 Ford LTD, nance, etc. Free estimates.
mica, all colors. Free esti18,240 miles 4-door, p/s, 489-2303
mates. Wulff's Recovery
auto, V-8, air, color medium
Murray. 436-5560.
ANY
remodeling,
painting
fawn metallic. Estate of
Forest Boyd, $5850. & roofing. References_ LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
753-2633, 830 to 5:00pm. 759-1110.
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning. For a
APPLIANCE
REPAIRS:
REPLICAR 1929 MerFactory
trained
by
3
free
estimate call
major
cedes. Very nice,drive anymanufacturers. Most parts 753-5827. Satisfied
where Constructed on
in stock, on my truck. All references.
1976 Volkswagon, $2500.
work and parts warranted.
1966 Plymouth VIP collecAsk for Andy at The Ap- A LICENSED electrical
tor car. Excellent for restopliance Works, 753-2455. contractor: JAMES C. GALration. 753-4530.
LIMORE ELECTRIC. ComAPPLIANCE SERVICE. mercial and residential, fast
Kenmore, Westinghouse, courteous and efficient ser495
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- vice. 759-1835.
perience Bobby Hopper, MITCHELL Paving. Seal
Vans
436-5848.
coating and hauling. Over
1965 FORD cargo van.
30yrs. experience. Free esRuns good. Must sell. Make
timates. 753-1537 or
offer. 759-1979.
APPLIANCE repair, Electri- 753-1221.
cal & Plumbing repair. Na500
tural and LP gas installa- MURRAY Fence Co. Chain
Used
tion. Licenced and Bonded. link fence, dog kennels, reTrucks
sidential, commercial. Free
753-4684
1979 JEEP CJ7. Hard top. BACKHOE Service - ROY estimates. 753-9785 or
Sharp. 759-4481 after 5pm. HILL. Septic system, drive- 753-3254.
1987 S-15, 28,000 ACTUAL miles. Extra sharp.
753-0531.

ways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

BACKHOE service. David
A MUST SEER 80% Com-- 1991- CHEVY Pick-up - Tilt, - Burkeen. Septic systems,
pleted passive solar home cruise, wiper delay,- AM/ basements, foundations,
on 5.48 acres. Situated in FM. New $14,000. will sell driveways, gravel, dirt,
wooded setting only 6 miles $12,500 OBO. 2500 miles. sand, mulch, rip rap placing. 474-2103
from Murray and 6 miles 474-8855.
from Kentucky Lake just off
BLOCK, brick, concrete finHwy 94E. Quality through- GARBAGE truck. 1979 Inout and you can make color ternational, 20yd body with ishing Basements footchoices and other finishing dumpster attachment. ings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs. experience.
details. Call Kopperud Re- 753-7318
13yrs. in Murray area.
alty, 753-1222. MLS LIKE New! 1989 Ford Ran753-5476 Charles Barnett.
#3605.
ger XLT, supercab 2400
BUILDER, residential,
APPALACHIAN Log Struc- miles, 40/60 seats, tool
commercial, carpentry.
a/c,
AM/FM
p/s,
p/b,
box,
tures. Model home now
Tripp Williams. 753-0563.
open on Hwy 280E (Potter- stereo cassette 759-1056
BULLDOZING and backtown Rd). For information
510
hoe. 354-8161 after 5pm.
and appointment call
Financing available.
436-2040.
Campers
HOUSE and Lot 3br, 17i
DRYWALL, finishing, rebaths 4 miles from Pans 1975 MINI Motorhome
pairs. additions and blowLanding Park on Cypress $1500 Howard Brandon, ing ceilings ,753-4761.
Creek Rd $39,500. 753-4389 or 753-5960
LICENSED for electric,
615-359-2683
1984 WINNEBAGO Elan- gas, refrigeration. InstallaMAKE offer Must sell near dan. 32ft. Excellent condi- tion and repair Free estiKenlake Lodge 28r brick. 2 tion_ Loaded w/extras. mates 753-7203.
car attached garage. cen- $27,500. Howard Brandon,
EXPERIENCED roofing
753-4389 or 753-5960
tral HiA. 502-684-7498
and painting New roofs,
NICE 3br, 16 bath home 1991 NEWMAR Kountry tear offs and re-roofs Free
on 1 /a acre Has outbuild- Star 26tt travel trailer. De- estimates 474-2021 or
luxe interior Thermal insu- 436-2731
ing and new septic tank
lated Foreward kitchen.
Price rea§onable
FENCE sales at Sears
Central A/C Brand new
437-4244 anytime
Must sell because of aller- now Call Sears'753-2310
REDUCED-Quick sale by gies to
for free estimate for your
pollens
owner Spacious courtyard
needs
502-821-0219
small greenhouse, organic
garden, orchard with apples, peaches, plums, damsons, blueberries, blackberries, raspberries.
gooseberries, grapes
scuppernongs, kiwi fruit
20x8OFt asparagus bed
3Br, 2 baths large den.
In the U.S. alone,the Quick Service Restaurant Industry is
combined kitchen and fama $65 billion plus business. We mention this because,
ily room Summer kitchen
often times,the kind of aggressive,ambitious,competitive
arid utility room Large storprofessionals we are seeking - are inchned to dismiss the
age spaces, central heat
Quick
Service Restaurant Industry as "small time".
and air, on acre ground
Looking Aube numbers this is, obviously, a misconcep$50s 492-8193
tion.
WATERFRONT Ky lake
Taco Bell is the Largest player in the rapidly expanding
subdivision 4br. 2 bath
Mexican Restaurant category and a $1.6 billion member
iv/covered dock 354-6006
of Fonuni 50 Pepsi Co - the nation's largest restaurant
470
corporation with over 22,000 restaurants worldwide.
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Giwr now Mobik Noose A
Wkok New Look
We Do Cleaning
& Painting
Build Rodovers, Storage
Buildings & Decks
Install Combo,Single &
Patio Doors, K-Rok &
T-Lok Vinyl Skirting
White Sc Silver Roof
Coatings & Exterior
& Interior Windows
See Us For All Your
Mobile Home Needs
Milks Furnaces and Air
Conditioning
Ph. (502) 492-84##
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Rest Prices
*Quality Results *

CARRY S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

•Septic Tanks
•Sewers
*Foundations
'hauling, etc.
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Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY 03ehond Bunny Bread)
753 5940

A __;;
PAINTING interior and exterior. Quality work. Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley. 759-4555
PAINTING-Interior and Exterior. Free estimates
Small repairs. Reasonable
rates. 753-6844
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
43675255.
PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate
Same day service. All work
guaranteed. 492-8816
QUALITY Wood Furnishing Custom cabinets, furniture and kitchen remodeling, 15 years. Free Estimates. Call 382-2534
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
•
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt,driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
fine of equipment including,
6011. aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer'
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484.
T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical- Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, deaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530

Specializing in

(502) 759-4664

WILLIAMS Concrete See- FREE 'Doberman/
Low prices, free esti- .Schnauzer puppies
435-4578 afternoons
mates. 354-9397

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

TOEWS Electric Residential broiler house service
work 345-2690

Backhoe Service

Free
Column

Services
Offered

WASH and Wax service for
cars. Let us make your car
shine. Call John at
753-9753 or 762-3342.
WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling. All guaranteed. 435-4169.
WILL do yard work of any
kind. Also, wood for sale
759-4401. Ask /for John

GREAT MAIN STREET LOCATION!
Gorgeous grounds and pretty 3 bedroom home
located near schools and shopping. Extra large
city lot, beautiful hardwood floors, and Florida
room. Reduced to $65,000. MLS 3400

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

me Smith
Masonry

Actress An
Thought I

Jj

President F

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work,

BLON DIE

/HAT IF I
CATERING
AND NO c

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.

CALVIN a

We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - 'dryers
microwaves -dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
Al! Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

CATHY

Steele-Allinitten, Inc.
DAVID SMITH

Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free "Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:

502-437-3026

IEMEI

0.

M's
TI.
DON'T SEE

TACO'BELL

Motorcycles
1986 YZ 250 Excellent
condition 436 2667 after
3pm
480
Auto
Sow's
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

To qualify, we prefer individuals with managenal
expenence in the restaurant or hospitality field with good
leadership and organizauonal skills.
If you want recognition, upward mobility, high rewards
and rough challenges - and you want it now -

Send resume to:
Management
P.O. Box 9225
Paducah, Ky. 42002-9225
Vic are an 1,1.1

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753- 1916 or come by
Murray
Ledger 8c Times

classified department

Opcurtauty Employer

sr(

Today in History

Looking Back
Ten years ago

Today is Tuesday, Sept. 10, the 253rd day of 1991. There are 112 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 10, 1813, Commodore Oliver H. Perry sent the message, "We
have met the enemy, and they are ours," after an American naval force
defeated the British „in the Battle of Lake Erie in the War of 1812.
On this date:
In 1608, John Smith was elected president of the Jamestown colony
council in Virginia.
In 1846, Elias Howe of Spencer, Mass., received a patent for his sewing machine.
In 1919, New York City welcomed home General John J. Pershing and
25,000 soldiers who served in the U.S. 1st Division during World War I.
In 1939, Canada declared war on Germany. at the outset of World War

22

Murray State University will
seek a 20 percent increase in state
appropriations for operating
expenses in the next two years with
most of increase proposed to hike
faculty and staff salaries, according
to action taken by MSU Board of
Regents.
A new logo, designed by Artist
Joe Rigsby, is being advocated by
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce. A graphic representation of a thoroughbred, the symbol has been adopted by Murray
Tourism Committee.
Katherine Holley, 59, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died from injuries
sustained in a two-car accident on
Sept. 8 on Highway 94, 9/10 of a
mile west of Murray.
Richard Knight scored his first
hole-in-one on 125 yard llth hold
at Murray Country Club on Sept. 5.

In 1945, Vidkup Quisling was sentenced to death in Norway for collaborating with the Nazis.
In 1948, Mildred Gillars, accused of being Nazi wartime radio broadcaster "Axis Sally," was indicted in Washington, D.C., for treason.
In 1955, "Gunsmoke" premiered on CBS television.
In 1963, 20 black students entered public schools in Birmingham.
Tuskegee and Mobile, Ala., following a standoff between federal authorities and Gov. George C. Wallace.
In 1977, convicted murderer Hamida Djandoubi, a Tunisian immigrant,
became the last person to date to be executed by the guillotine in France,
which abolished capital punishment in 1981.
In 1979, three Puerto Rican nationalists involved in a 1954 attack on
the U.S. House of Representatives and one who participated in a 1950
attempt on the life of President Truman were freed from prison under a
clemency granted by President Carter.
In 1983, John Vorster, prime minister of white-ruled South Africa from
1966 to 1978, died in Cape Town at age 67.
Five years ago: CBS Inc. announced that its embattled chairman and
chief executive, Thomas H. Wyman, was stepping down.
One year ago: Iran agreed to resume full diplomatic tics with one-time
enemy Iraq. Iraqi President Saddam Hussein offered free oil to developing
nations in a bid to win their support.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director Robert Wise is 77. Golfer Arnold
Palmer is 62. CBS news correspondent Charles Kuralt is 57. Actor Greg
Mullavey is 52. Singer Jose Feliciano is 46. Actress Judy Geeson is 43.
Actress Amy Irving is 38.
Thought for Today: "Repetition does not transform a lie into truth.— —
President Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882-1945).

Twenty years ago
Kentucky Chapter of Human
Growth Foundation will observe a
special week,. Sept. 11-18, according to Mrs. • Harold McReynolds,
local chairman.
A poem, "There Ain't Nothing
Funny Being Old," written by Mrs.
Hildred Sharpe, is published in column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Dick will be
married for 50 years on Sept. 11.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hester and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don
Balentine, Aug. 31; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Penney, Sew. 1.
The yard of Mr. and Mrs. L.D.
Miller, 911 Sycamore St., Murray.
has been selected as Yard of the
Month for September by Garden
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.

Forty. years ago
Thirty years ago
Dan Shipley won both Senior
Calloway County High School
Chapter of ruture Farmers of Champion Grand Champion DiviAmerica won Emerson Beauchamp sion of Dairy Show at 4-H and
FFA Division of Kentucky State
Commissioner of Agriculture trophy for high point chapter in state Fair, Louisville. He is a Member of
competition at Kentucky State Fair, Murray Training School Chapter of
Louisville. Edward Hale, Michael Future Farmers of America.
Dr. William E. Burkee of
Palmer, Jerry Parker, Thomas
Smith, Max Parks, Ronnie Like. Covington and Cincinnati. Ohio.
Thomas Collins, and Charles Pas- spoke at Hazel Baptist Church
, Sept. 7 and 8.
chall won individual honors.
Mrs. Vernon Hart and Mrs.
Sandra Faye Williams. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Williams, Edwin Brown of Flint, Mich., were
received her diploma at commence- recent guests of their sister. Mrs.
ment exercise at Baptist Memorial Joe Parker, and Mrs. Hart's daughtHospital School of Nursing, Mem- er, Mrs. Judy Parker and husband.
John.
phis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. E.B. Howton
attended the 14th annual conveni- son. Will Mac. spent the weekend
in Memphis, Tenn. They attended
ton of National Association of Artificial Breeders at Syracuse, N.Y. the prdessional football game
between Chicago Bears and Nev.
Howton is president of the KenYork Giants while there.
tucky ortanization.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
frequently entertain at home. We
have a dog and a cat that we love like
members of our family. When we
have guests, we always confine our
pets in another area before our guests
arrive. Many'°four friends have told
us that they appreciate this because
they have a fear of dogs, or cats or

attack!
I happen to have a terrible fear of
snakes. I.know that not all snakes
are poisonous, but just the stght of a
snake terrifies me. Yet some people
have snakes as pets — hut I cannot
imagine a host or hostess allowing a
pet snake to slither freely among the
guests. Well, the fear, of dogs and
cats is every bit as terrifying to some
people as the fear ofsnakes is to me.
Our animal-loving friends didn't
believe us when we brought this up
in conversation. They thought it was
an exaggeration. but after questioningothers whom they thought merely
"disliked" animals, they finally ad-

both!
Our veterinarian told us that
when some people say they "dislike"
animals, they actually fear them.
For example, if a person who is not
used to having pets around entered
someone's house and was greeted at
the door by a hostile dog barking
angrily or a cat that curled around mitted that they were actually afraid
his leg, he could have an anxiety of them.

Daily Comics
BLOND1E
WHAT IF I STARTED A
CATERING BUSINESS
AND NO ONE CAL-LEO?
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BLONDIE,FOR HEAVENS
SAKE!
YOU'RE
G000,THE wool,
GETS AROUND

tloc

What do you and your readers
think?
ANIMAL LOVERS
•

ering, they drown out the voices.

For example. in -.Jake and the
Fat man.- the roar of the ocean is so
loud it impossible to understand
DEAR ANIMAL LOVERS:.1 what the people are saying. It doesn't
consulted my animal expert, Dr. help to turn the volume up. and we
Erwin David. He said: "The can't do as President Busbsuggests.
analogy concerning the snake is -Read my lips."
a good one. People tend to fear
I love music, but loud background
that which they distrust — and music is unnecessary on dramatic
shows.
dislike that which they fear."
Commercials are a problem. too.
DEAR ABI3Y. My friends and I The are so loud. they blast the
have a problem with which we need hearing aids out of our ears. Have
help. We wear hearing aids, which %ou ever tried turning a hearing aid
makes it difficult to hear people talk- down with barbecue sauce on your
ing on some of the television pro- fingers? r
The advertisers think they are
grams,as the background music and
special sound effects are so overpow- getting our attention with the extraloud commercial messages. hut most
people have remote-control sets,and
they just shut the sound off until the
program comes on again.
Are many'of your readers experi9-10
encing the same problems? And Who
can we contact in the television industry to correct this'?
CORA LAIRD.
FORT DODGE. IOWA

- •`)

DEAR CORA LAIRD: The
television sponsors have been
dodging these complaints for
years. Address your grievances
to the sponsors of the programs
you watch. And while you're at
it, write to the Federal Communications Commission, 1919 M
St. N.W.. Washington,D.C.20554.

4L/Ak

*4011111111
CIPAKM

People are eating them up: For Abby's
favorite recipes, send a long, business•
size. self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95164.50 in Canada )
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,P.O. Bo:447,
Mount Morris. 111. 61054. Postage is
included.)

CALVIN and HOBBES

IMUgIE

Ha NEE! THAT
WAS GENT'
LETS DO \T
•\...tat"!
=imp-

DON T ,`IslAt•iT
IT) W* \VAT
14E'S DOING
K00

,0

-gmisi„0

NO LETS
GO NECK.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Im
"
111

it

r :.)
916

q-/0
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CATHY
/WHICH WM IS THE
AlAY I SHOW NOU SOfAE
YOU'RE BACK! THE
LADIES ROOM'
AMERICAN SHOPPER TWEEDS?? MAY I SHOW YOU
SOME SWEATERS?? MAY I
IS BACK!!!
SHOW YOU LE66(NCTS AND
KICKY LURE ANKLE ROOTS??

1500,000 .Of NEW MERCHANDISE, AND OUR BUSINESS
IS STILL IN THE TOILET.

Crosswords

ns
40

5

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

MIMEMIlk

rts TUSITHFif I miss my
JOB.I MISSIPILI.C.ING
RBOUr OTHERTI-lit/14C7S.I
MISS hit/ FRIENDS,my

DO LoVa you,f3PRIL•
1.D4e To DE tAtITN YOU,
To8&EIHENEW
YOU CAN CO DIERy DA'/

Frata-S,
rouliN63.

I FEEL1RFIPPI50,1TEDccus4,

5uspeNDE0 itsl-litoe..I'M
PUTTiNig- COTE.NERGy
Bur,I'M
Goini&
Notopiefel

Qu

GARFIELD
A MANNERLY YOUNG MAN AND
A WELL-BEHAVED CAT

ill

Neal paean lliel Ci,

MYMY THERE'S SOMETHING YOU.
DON'T SEE MUCH THESE DAYS...

DEAR DR. GOTT- What precautions should be taken (other than sexual) to prevent becoming infected with
2
the AIDS virus" If a dentist can transmit the disease, are there other hazardous conditions in the work field we
should consider?
DEAR READER. AIDS is spread
chinng.. unprotected sex, both homosexual and heterosexual. Recent reports indicate that a substantial prci„li
At Mount Stoogemore
portion of adolescents with AIDS
contracted the disease through normal heterosexual relations.
AIDS is also spread by contaminated blood and blood products. such as
transfusions, unsterilized needles and
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
letter
other methods. For example. hemo41 Let it stand
1 Bother
philiacs (patients with congenital
43 War god
4 Father
SIALi
clotting deficiencies) are prone to
45 Hearing
6 Soft drinks
AIDS because they require regular
I ER
TR I TON
organ
11 Opposite of
transfusions of clotting proteins that
47 Loosely
UP
NEAREST
NE
borrower
obtained from pooled blood supwoven cotton
13 Barters
Un STOW SA S are
50 Football's
plies, which have — in the past —
15 Hebrew
B
E
T
000 UMUM
— Simpson
been contaminated with the human
month
52 MohamR
immunodeficiency virus. Also, people
16 Speechify
OGOU
001210
medan
18 Philippine
unwise enough to share needles for inUGMB DUMU
priest
Moslem
IRS jecting illicit drugs are at risk for.
UU
OUOM
53
Hoover
19 Pigpen
•
LEA AIDS.
56 Perry's
Oliill3G1
21 Formerly
profession.
Finally,
such as
any
creator
A
Persia
A BUM UMW
dentistry and medicine, that deals
58 Pertaining
22 Teutonic
.F :A
P0
BUOMMOU
to the
with human blood is at risk for HIV
deity •
FARMER
R.
A
kidneys
23 Make bigger
infection_ Thus, such professionals
60
Japanese
M'U
S
E
S
0y0LE routinely adopt protective techniques
26 The self
measure
29 Boundary
(rubber gloves and the like)to prevent
61
Tell
31 Seines
word
the spread of AIDS to or from
63
Pointed
Sorrow
33 Three-toed
8 Title of
patients.
arches
2/Amount owed
sloth
respect
65 Anglo-Saxon
3 Switch
Although I cannot answer your
34 Dukakis ID
9 Worship
position ,
slaves
question in more specific terms. I can
35 Armed
to Indian
66 Concerning
4 Dangef •
conflict
say that adequate protection should
weight
67 Dine
5 Macaw
38 Ordinance
be mandatory in any situation
12
Fulfill
6 Well-known
39 Landon ID
marked by the potential spread of hu14
DOWN
Therefore
Casey
40 Hebrew
man blood from one individual to
17
Mountain
7 Alternate
1 Word of
lake
another.
20 Strong
DEAR DR. GOTT- Please provide
desire
information concerning thermal
24
Evening
1
2
3
4
6
189
5.
io
burns to the muscles of the spine and
fanfare
back.
25
Greek
11
DEAR READER: This question is
13111114
letter
too vague to allow anything more
27 Contest
15
16
17
18
28 Lubricates
111
than a general answer. For example.
29 Run easily
thermal burns usually affect only the
19
21
22
30 Mental image skin, not the muscles. If tbe muscles
120
32 Graceful
and deep tissue are burned, the injury
23 24
25
26 27 28

e

V•

29

30

31

am

34
40

PEANUTS

41

45

0
AN'ai.).kr
V510.0,-1700(
THANk
yot.,v
aa 4

ONE OF THE HARCEST
T14IN65 TO CO IS TO

CHANGE D3CTOR5

I'M AFRAIC
51.1EL,_ HIT ME
1.),NEN .NW BACK
15 TURNED..

46
50

56

37

38

51

43
48

52

57

58
62

65

15 D

•‘,4 •
,C

sword put zit-.

II
54

55

60

631164
66

cr

•

49

UUU59

DIAL-A-W ORD
Clues for toda

44

53

• D.

144E poc TOR

39

42
47

61

32

67

UI
UI

bird •
36 Devoured
37 Retreats
42 Subdued
44 Crimson
46 Dinner bread
48 Lord's
estate
49 Likeness.
51 Actress
Harlow
54 Region
55 Light rain
56 Hesitation
word
57 Female ruff
59 XVII x III
62 Tellurium
symbol
64 Brother of
Odin

1-900-454-3535
4'702
'FAtension

is always serious and should be managed by specialists in a hospital burn
center .
The nsual skin burns to the back involve one Or more layers of skin and.
depending on the depth of the injury,
can be treated with anti-microbial
ointment, such as l'-; silver sulfadiazinc, for moderately severe burns or
by ordinary topical therapy, such as
washing and anesthetic creams, for
mild burns
I should mention that extensive
burns usually require intravenous fluids, antibiotics, a tetanus shot, close
monitoring of vital body functions,
analgesics. surgery Ito remove dead
or damaged tissue). and physical therapy (to return the patient to normal
Independence). Therefore, the extent
of the burn must be assessed before
appropriate therapy can be instituted
N WM- e

\TERPHISE

•
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Former teacher
convicted Monday
for wife's murder

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Conlie
Bell Cannon
Mrs. Conlie Bell Cannon, 84,
Paducah, died Monday at 8:25 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Her husband, Claud Cannon, one
daughter and three brothers preceded her in death.
Born Jan. 17. 1907, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the sate George Bell and Julie Thomas Bell.
Mrs. Cannon was a member of
Highland Baptist Church, Paducah.
Survivors include one son,
Claude Thomas Cannon, and two
grandchildren, Gregory T. Cannon
and Sara J. Cannon, all of Paducah;
two sisters, Mrs. Margueritte Gordon and husband, Reginald, Fort
Pierce, Fla., and Mrs. Louise
Lovins and husband, John, Murray;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at I p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev.
Joe Hebei will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplelawn
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Joe H. Key
The funeral for Joe H. Key was
Monday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr.
J. Robert White officiated.
Btrial was in Maplelawn Cemetery, Paducah.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to Lourdes Hospice,
1510 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, Ky.
42003.
Mr. Key, 92, of Kentucky
Avenue, Paducah, died Sunday at
5:05 a.m. at his home.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Dortha Nell Phillips, Jackson,
Tenn., and Mrs. Glenda Hood, Roswell, Ga..; one sister, Mrs. Myrtle
Douglas, Murray; three grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.

Mount Rushmore
faces getting
new 'face cream'
MOUNT RUSHMORE
NATIONAL MEMORIAL, S.D.
(AP) — Mount Rushmore's four
presidential faces will get a new
kind of face cream to repair
cracks, as part of a six-week
maintenance program that began
Monday.
Since carving stopped on the
Black Hills mountain 50 years
ago, a mixture of white lead,
granite dust and linseed oil has
been used to fill the crevices.
The concoction was the best
of its kind at one time, but
Mount Rushmore Superintendent Dan Wenk said structural
studies of the mountain show it
hasn't been effective in keeping
moisture from seeping into the
cracks.
The faces of George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
Abraham Lincoln and Theodore
Roosevelt have undergone
computer-aided studies for two
years.
Tim Vogt, a geologist with a
Rapid City engineering firm
hired by the Mount Rushmore
National Memorial Society to do
the studies, said much better
materials are available now to
seal the cracks.
The basic ingredient of the
new sealant is silicon. The
material has been. tested since
last spring, along with others.
The patch-up work will be
done this fall by geologists and
the National Park Service staff.
The workers will fill unpatched
cracks and remove some older
patching materials.
Getting the cracks repaired is
one goal of a $40 million-dollar
fund-raising campaign being
conducted by the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Society. The campaign was begun in
conjunction with the memorial's
50th anniversary this year.

Mrs. Gertrude R. Sprague
The funeral for Mrs. Gertrude R.
Sprague will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Kirlin-Eagen
and Butler Funeral Home, Springfield, Ill.
Burial will follow in Horse
Creek Cemetery there.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of local arrange-

ments, but visitation will be scheduled here.
Mrs. Sprague, 104, of 810 Bagwell, Murray, died Sunday at 10:10
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She is survived by one son, Garde Sprague and wife, Mary, Murray; two grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Ruth Clayton
Services for Mrs. Ruth Clayton
were Monday at I p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton.
Burial was in Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Clayton, 74, Calvert City,
died Saturday at 3:17 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Born Feb. 28, 1917, she was the

daughter of the late Dave Alton
and Ludie Dick Alton.
Mrs. Clayton is survived by her
husband, Raymond Clayton; one
daughter, Mrs. Martha Lou Heil,
Florida; one sister, Ms. Lottie
Clayton, Buchanan, Term.: half sister, Ms. Caroline Bailey, Murray;
five grandchildren.

AIDS activist dies while hospitalized
HARTFORD, Ky. (AP) — The
fight for an AIDS cure lost one of
its most compelling voices when
Belinda Mason lost her four-year
battle with the disease, friends and
colleagues from around the nation
said.
"She had an extraordinary ability to cut through confusion in
issues of public policy and articulate the fundamental human issues
involved," said Dr. June Osborn,
head of the National Commission
on AIDS. Mason, of Utica in Daviess County, was the commission's
only AIDS-infected member.

Astronauts arrive
for night-owl mission
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— Discovery's astronauts, accustomed by now to the dark, arrived
overnight at Kennedy Space Center's floodlit landing strip for a
five-day shuttle mission with night
owl hours.
The countdown for Thursday's
launch began Monday, and the
five-member crew flew in from
Johnson Space Center in Houston.
During the mission the crew will
release a satellite to study the
upper atmosphere, including the
ozone layer.
Liftoff is scheduled for 6:57 p.m.
The astronauts' workdays will
begin in the afternoon, when they
awake, and end the next morning to
accommodate the carefully timed
release of the satellite.
Discovery's planned 1:55 a.m.
return to Earth would be the first
shuttle landing in darkness at
Kennedy.
Mission commander John
Creighton said the crew has put in
so much training at night — at
least 90 percent of it — that "we
wouldn't recognize the place in the
daytime any more."

Friends remember
Otis Redding 23
years after death
MACON, Ga.(AP) — Otis Redding would have turned 50 Monday, and in his hometown, family
and friends remembered the legendary soul singer as someone who
still lives in the hearts of his fans.
"It's almost like Otis never really left us," said Zelma Redding,
his widow. "I mean, his impact on
music was just so great.
"Not a lot of people can die and
still be alive in the hearts of so
many people," she said.
Redding died Dec. 10, 1967,
when his private plane crashed into
Lake Monona near Madison, Wis.,
en route to a concert. He was 26.
In his short career, Redding was
a soul singer, songwriter, producer
and musician who ranked with such
greats as Elvis Presley, James
Brown and Little Richard
"Dock of the Bay," written by
Redding and guitarist Steve Cropper, reached No. 1 several months
after his death. His other hits
include "I've Been Loving You
Too Long," "Respect," "Try a
Little Tenderness," and "Tramp."

Mason, 33, died Monday of
AIDS-related pneumonia at Vanderbilt University Medical Center
in Nashville, Tenn., hospital
spokesman Doug Williams said.
Her husband, Stephen Carden, said
she had been hospitalized since
Wednesday.
Mason, a native of Whitesburg
in eastern Kentucky, became
infected with HIV — the virus that
causes acquired immune deficiency
syndrome — in January 1987 while
receiving a blood transfusion during the birth of her second child.
She was diagnosed with the disease
in October 1988.
But Carisa Cunningham, a
spokeswoman for the Washingtonbased AIDS Action Council, said
Mason represented all AIDS sufferers, no matter how they got the
disease.
"I think that what was special
and courageous about Belinda was
that although she acquired HIV
through an unusual mode of transmission, she never tried to separate
herself from every other person
with AIDS who got it through drug
,use or sexual activity," Cunningham said.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m.
CDT Thursday at the East Hartford
Baptist Church in Hartford. Visitation will be after 2 p.m. Wednesday and from 9 a.m. until noon
Thursday at the Duke-Bevil Bros.
Funeral Home in Hartford and from
noon to 2 p.m. Thursday at the
church.
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He said he assumed the boy,
who was then IS, had committed
the murder. But he said he later
changed his mind about the boy
and claimed not to know who
killed his wife.
Michaej Strange pleaded guilty
to tampering with physical evidence last year for helping his
father bury the head in the family's
back yard. He is housed in a juvenile facility.
John Strange was a teacher at
Ninth & 0 Baptist Academy before
he was charged.

HARNED, Ky. (AP) — Senate
Majority Leader Joe Wright, who
has held that position for almost 10
years, says he will retire from the
General Assembly at the end of
1992.
Wright told his Democratic colleagues in a letter mailed Monday
that he will not seek a fifth term in
the Senate next year.
Wright, 51, said in an interview
that increased legislative activity
makes it more difficult to give his
farm and family the attention they
deserve, and that he had generally
accomplished what he had hoped to
do as a senator — primarily the
1990 education-reform and tax
package.
He said he is next proudest of
his role in helping the legislature
gain independence from the governor. Ironically, he said, the legislature's increased power makes it
more difficult for him to serve.
"I'm just , not prepared to be a
full-time legislator, emotionally,
physically or fiscally," he said at
his 2,400-acre farm in southern
Breckinridge County.
Wright said that when he was
first elected in 1975, he expected to
spend no more than two four-year
terms in the Senate.
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

The sentencing phase of the trial
was scheduled to begin Tuesday.
The jury could recommend up to
life in prison.
Strange denied killing his wife.
He testified he found her dead in
their bed on May 25, 1990, then
disposed of the body in an attempt
to protect his son by his first wife.

Veteran legislator
Joe Wright to retire
from General Assembly
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
former schoolteacher was convicted Monday of murdering his
wife, decapitating her and burning
the body.
A Jefferson Circuit Court jury
deliberated about four hours before
finding John R. Strange, 48, guilty
of murder, arson and tampering
with physical evidence in the
shooting death of Kathleen
Strange, 44.
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